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Oil FRESBiniAL TiCiXiS
Both Outline
Policies in Order to
Line Up Support of Dear People, Doth are
Well Known and Neither, will be
Pre-Campai- sn

U
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Arthur EritUne

Nominated

DCNT KILL TUS MOU8S

IF

OXEN DID

CHICAGO. Senator Hiram W. Johnson, of California,
has announced his candidacy for the Republican nomination

IT

KZUSIOU3 POWER LASTS
"tY nPPY KINO SAFE

for president, declaring that "The ensuing; contest will deter-min- e
whether the Republican party shall be the permanent instrument of reaction or whether it shall respond to present day
conditions and aspirations."
Supporters of William G. McAdoo intend to nominate and
elect him. to the presidency, David L. Rockwell of Ravenna,
leader of the James M. Cox campaign in
Ohio,
1920, declared in a statement issued to the press.
Mr. Rockwell is managing a campaign for Mr. McAdoo's
friends to secure for the former secretary of the treasury the
democratic presidential nomination.
During his visit to Chicago, Mr. McAdoo, is understood to
have conferred with Mr. Rockwell.
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""lf a fatuiiiH laouM crawled-frsewer, looked at you with hii lone
quivering note and said, "You are
shameless creature and dont know
anything" you should not try to

hundred and three years ago a band, of Pilgrims from the Old
"moored their bark on a wild New England shore." Nine weeks
previous this brave band, one hundred in number, fleeing religious persecution, had left Plymouth, England, in their little ship, the Mayflower, and
started west across the broad, stormy ocean to the land of freedom.

THREE

.

that mouse.

Ton should ask yourself, "Is
mouse says T
how can I correct my fault?"
:

truth in what the

-

there
If ao,

This wss the coming of our "Pilgrim Fathers;" and the place of their
landing in Massachusetts was known as Plymouth Rock.

But hie inaccurate belittling of the
Kb Klux Klan may cause trouble to
better Jews than Zangwtll. And his

-

ridiculing of Christian Science does
not come with food grace from one
belonging to a race that has so long
complained (and justly) of religious
prejudice.

Scarcely had these brave pioneers become settled in their new colony
when the terrible New England winter was upon them. The suffering which
they endured is evidenced by the fact that before the following summer one-ha-lf
of the party had died.

In tossing his hat into the presi
dential ring, Senator Johnson declar
ed for direct presidential preference
primaries in all states, said the need
today was for "a revitalized republican party," which should be an instrument "neither of static reaction
nor destructive radicalism," and expressed opposition to the league of
nations and "all its subsidiaries."
ANNOUNCEMENT IN PART
His announcement follows in part:
"Theoretically, under our system,
the people, themselves select their
resident. Those states with presi-entiS
preference primaries not only
recoemize this theory hut nut it in
practice, they preserve the spirit as
wen as tne letter oi American insti- -

freeNothing daunted, those who were spared, happy in their new-foudom, stayed on, planted their crops, and prepared for the following winter.
In 1621, the year following their landing, after a good harvest, the Colonists determined on a period of recreation combined with thanksgiving for
their many mercies.

However, at his worst, Mr. Zang-wi- ll
is to be thanked. The United
States and its people have a thousand
defects, many that Mr. Zangwill
could not see or understand. To make
us think about them is to render a
service

,

-

Correspondents report that Indiana is controlled politically by the
Ku Klux Klan, with that control already strong in Texas, Oklahoma, and
Arkansas, now spreading into Ohio
and other States.

The Governor sent out four huntsmen, who in one day secured enough
game to supply the colony for nearly a week.
This was the original American Thanksgiving. For two hundred years
it continued to be an Eastern holiday, taking place after every fall 'harvest
Today it is a national custom, the day being observed throughout the United
States.

In commemorating this birth of our nation let us remember that it was
founded and raised on the Bible; that religion came first and business was a
secondary consideration; that the laws of men were based upon the laws of
.God; and that the church was the first and most important organization of
every community.
The best that is in us we owe to those sober, uncompromising,
New Englanders. And the farther we drift from their stem teachings
and tenets, the greater is our danger of shipwreck as a nation and as indivi- - duals.

Everything depends on how control is acquired. If, through the ballot box, no one may complain. Vox
populi, supreme tex esto holds good
whether you like the vox of the moment or not. ... -
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Religion is still powerful in national affairs. In Germany it plays a
greater part than Socialism, Bolshevism, or capitalism. The Wittels-bac- h,
royal Catholic family of BavarGermany
ia, who furnished Kings to Hohenzol-lerns
long .before the Protestant
were known, are again rivals of
those Hohenzollerns for the rule of
Germany, when she shall become too
weak to rule herself.
.

Stresemann, managing the German
republic, allows the Hohenzollern
Crown Prince to return from Holland, that his royal Protestant influence might offset the revolutionthe
ary royal Catholic influence of one
Wittelsbachs in Bavaria. To let
royal religion fight another is his

'

plan.
Frank Falos, a crippled laborer,
takes his four young children to the
State Workmen's Compensation Bureau and -- ays, "You feed them, I

cant."

Ten thousand voices will cry,
You
them?
can't feed
"What,I you
.I
Wt
.
1
must leea tnera. u s your amy. 10
that everybody says, "Amen," yet the
crippled father would get no reward,
except a quiet conscience, for feeding these children, whereas the community in general would get the value of their work.
Parents are working for the nation, and supremely wise Providence
makes them eager to do it, glad to
sacrifce themselves for the coming
generation.
. A
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Mussolini increase the pay of sothat they are as well paid as
civilian workers.. That's an echo of
old Rome. They took good care of
soldiers in those ancient days that
Mussolini admires and would bring
back.
A contented army means a safe
dictator.
The old plan was to give land to the
soldiers and whatever, they could take
to the young ones. Good pay probably
will do as well.
ldiers so

Elk Memorial

Sunday, Dec. 2nd

Sunday, December 2, Elk memorial
services will be held at the Bex
theatre, in the afternon at 4 o'clock,
to which' the public are cordially invited, Program of the services will
be given in this paper on Saturday,
v

December 1.

New Officers for

Chamber Commerce
(By Secretary Farmer)
Mr. J. J. Kirk, M. E. Kirk, F. S.
Lawrence, Horace Moses, D. Rollie, T.
H. Seymour and E. Z. Vogt were
alartaA to tha Rnarri f Directors of
the McKinley County Chamber of
ivza.
Commerce on November
At a Board meeting Thursday evening, November 16th, the officers for
the year were elected; being as follows:
T. H. Seymour, president;
F.
Horace Moses, 1st
S InnrroTipo
2nd
and
J. W. Chapman, treasurer. Mr. J. S.
Farmer was
secretary.
These new members, together with
tha nthai membera nf tne Hoard. J
W. Chapman, J. W. Hannett, G. A,
Tfnannra. S F Startler and R. I. Stan.
lea, enter into the activities of the
coming year with considerable op
timism, and with toe Deiiei tnat a
rrhnmhai. nf i:nmmArA id most ae- niaH1v in asset tn a community, and
that with the support and
tion of the people oi uaiiup ana wc- vinUu Poiintu thinoa at decided im
portance can be accomplished, parti
cularly at this time wnen activity
along various lines, all of which are
of vital interest to our City and
County, seem almost certain of accomplishment
It is , impossible to accomplish anything through a Chamber of Commerce without the financial and moral
in the
support of the people who live and
if
community which it serves,
the institution is deserving of criticism, let the criticism be constructive rather than destructive.
The officers and board pledge
themselves to an administration of
aoMiof affn-r- t in the advancement of
the community, and the interests of
all, but do not believe it policy to encourage- outside interests to come in,
tha 1rmen t nf our own DeODle.
but rather to attempt to bring about
a condition which will be to tne mutual advantage of all.
We are going to put it over! The
nuontinn is: ARE YOU WITH US,
AND WILL YOU HELPT
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was hare ves- snd
i, luilrino after husineas
making arrangements for the big
dance to be given at McGaffey Saturday night, December 1. An Albuquerque orchestra will furnish the
music. Everybody invited to go to
ucuaney tor uus aance.
Krs.

.Tr

0. F. Jenkins is reported

ill.

THIRD OIL WELL
BIG PRODUCER
THE

MIDWEST BRING IN

THIRD

PRODUCER

HOG BACK FIELD,
755 FEET DEPTH

IN

AT

The third producing oil well for
the Midwest has been brougnt in,
making the third well for the Hog
Back structure.- - This well struck oil
at a depth of 755 feet, and produces
a fine grade of oil, the same grade
as the other two wells of that same

structure. Estimates of the flow put
it at from 1,000 to 1.200 barrels.
This well is about ten miles south-eof Ship Rock, in the same locality
of the other two producing wells
which have been brought in by the
same company.
'
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Calvin Coolidge
Will be Elected

T

1

1.

well-to-d-

WASHINGTON, Nov. 20. Senator
nt MaaunohinpttH. republican
leader of the senate, returned to his
office here today to prepare xor tne
convening of the new congress. He
called on President Coolidge and arranged for another white house appointment later to discuss at length
the legislative program.
Pnmmandrina
on Hiram Johnson's
candidacy for the republican presiden
tial nomination, senator iuge buiu;
"Senator Johnson and I are close
4ranAa and T tmiif that Wfi
I am for
always shall remain bo.
Mr. Coolidge lor tne repumican nom- JnhnMwi
1 nAaa

men

the

public mind.

nnlv fare one ereat dansrer
and that is, the ability to
right now,
li.Anvai tVtnaa VL'hn arA wlllino1 to ffo
out and canvas. In one part of the
city we have not yet oeen aoie no-toIt is our
make such a discovery.
Hnn there are manv blocks not yet
reached. It seems too bad to be con
fronted by such a situation. if we
will report yet there is about a week
left to redeem the situation. Success
know
Sarin tni
InnriAn
it is
enfftely dependent upon the willand the whole country should know ingness of the public to do the work.
r
it."
There is no conscript labor in this
o
Wo

..

drive.

HENRY FORD
One of the most interesting
men of the day, or of this age,
is Henry Ford. This issue of
Herald gives a
The Gallup
pen-pictu- re

of Henry Ford that

Bead the
you will appreciate.
and
on
another
page,
article,
you will want to file it in your
scrap book.

(

Red Cross Roll
Call Makes Report
(By the Committee)
From all from which any report
has been made at all the returns are
most encouraging. Ft. Wingate has
reported in part. If the other part of
their report is as (rood as the first
they will turn in thirty dollars. Who
can beat that? It all grows out of
the efforts of one Jady, so far as we
know, Mrs. Lewis. Others have made
returns, some from town, but another
from Manuelito. From the returns
every citizen joined the Red Cross,
and they must have captured some
tourists. The best we can learn Mrs.
Mike Kirk did the good work down
there.
Tt ia norfpctlv pvirfont from the' re
turns
already . received that the peo- .
pie stand reaay to pay. sso one yet
has fallen down on a canvas, and they
each report that the people are cordial and liberal.
It would be awfully bad to not be
able to put this drive over. It means
so much to every individual citizen,
hint nnfl hut it effects. the noor and
o
alike. But the large interests are displaying great concern.
They have shown their willingness to
to the fullest extent. Also
because they know the attitude of the

MARRIED
D.
By Judge Schauer: George
Moon and Miss Ruth Rymus, Saturday, November 17. Mrs. Amelia
Kirk and R. G. Ross, witnesses.
R e n n i x and Amelia
Clarence

Brandt, November 21. Both parties
of Winslow, Arizona.
Romero and Miss Dora
Bernia
November
21. Mr. and
Anodaca.
Mrs. Nat Bustamente were witnesses.
The wedding took place at the home
of the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Jesus
Apodaca. well and favorably known
people of our city.
.

tutions. It is an American's birthright to submit himself and his political tenets to the decision of his fellow citizens.
He is entitled to their
decision and they are entitled to
make it. I recognize no prescriptive
right to office; and I deny that any
one or any number of men may disregard the popular will, .and in defiance of it dictate" our candidates.
Peculiarly should this be so at the
present time.
ABROAD

DISCONTENT

to the men and women wno constiI will
tute America's free citizenship.
make my appeal. In every state the
contest will be waged. In those
states where the voters may express
their preference the issue can be definitely decided; and, I hope, all candidates will participate in the presidential preference primaries, including
California and cheerfully acquiesce in
the result.
"No man who aspires to the highest office in the gift of the American
people should shrink from a verdict
by those he seeks to serve; and equally, none is entitled to the presidency
whom the people do not want."

STATEMENT
ROCKWELL'S
statement issued by Mr. Rockwell
i
follows:
"Mr. McAdoo was in Chicago for
several days on his way to his homo
in Los Angeles, from New York and
W hue here he was visWashington.
ited by citizens from many states.
A

"There is much discontent abroad
in the land: there is threatened dis
integration of the republican party.
The discontent and party difficulties
arise not because of popular govern
ment but from the lack of it. Two
warring philosophies of government
in the nation, just as in the state
from which I come, struggling for
mastery. Designate them as you
will,
Oio.

the

the greatest on earth, ahoutd
policy, thorou- understood by our people, frank-- y

have its own foreign

"Preserving our country as it is, we
preserve the world's greatest asset,
Our
civilization's
highest promise.
timjd, vacillating and contradictory
positions demand that America's foreign policy again be decided by the
whole people who must themselves, at
whatever cost, maintain it. Thli time
the decision should be clear, so definite and certain, that, no causistry, no
specious plea, no Indirection can distort it.
CONTEST IN EVERY STATE
"Upon these fundamentals, amplifying and expressing details hereafter

"By Marcus"

right

What should we say about a collection of oxen if they should give a
similiar exhibition, only turning nursining human mothers into the arena
criticize
stead of cows. We might
delicate
them severely for lack- - of
v
feeling.

try,

proclaimed.

HIRAM W. JOHNSON

es

all

alleviate suffering, clothe the naked,

feed the hungry, but we would over
be the sole judge of our own actions,
the arbiter of our destiny. Our coun-

God-feari-

In a Wild West exhibition a dozen
cows are turned into the arena; "wild
cows" they are called. Cowboys with
lassos and empty beer bottles are
turned loose with the cows. Theyi
lasso them, throw them down, sit on
them, and the cowboy that first man-aarto fill his beer bottle with milk,
no matter how, as the cow pants and
struggles, receives a special reward.
To many civilized beings that
teems

and irreconcilable difference in our
domestic politics, but a like diver
gence, perhaps even of the greater
importance, in relation to our foreign
affairs. A foreign policy once entered
upon may with difficulty be changOne false move may do what
ed.
years cannot undo.
WOULD ALWAYS PROMOTE
PEACE
"Of course we would always pro
mote peace and endeavor to prevent
war. We would help Europe in any
rational way. We would continue to

W.

G. McADOO

contest between them' is age- -

ine

one

ma-

e,

terialistic, stolidly and stubbornly
any claims and vigorously contesting every human advance, in
The other
vite! an
mindful of existing right but recogconditions
and mankind's
nizing
gradual nroeress. is idealistic and for
ward looking. It avoids alike ultra- conservatism and
It's the old, old struggle beginning in
the early days of man's first achievement and never ending since.
CHALLENGES
PROGRES9IVEISM
"Reaction and progress must fight
it out again in the republican, party
in the coming presidential primaries.
I question not men now but their phil
mat wnicn
osophy of government,
obtains at Washington does not fit
present day needs. Ultra conservatism there rules; progressiveism
challenges. And the ensuing contest
will determine whether the republican party shall be the permanent in
strument of reaction or wneiner it
shall respond to present day conditions and aspirations. We would
have a revitalized republican party,
a nartv renresentina alone its rank
and file, the instrument neither of
static reaction nor destructive radicalism.
Only such a party with the
broad understanding vision and nu
man sympathy of progressiveism can
solve our pressing domestic problems.
"Not only is there the fundamental
ultra-radicalis-

and women who assured him of
the strength of the McAdoo movement for president, and urged him to
promptly snnounce his candidacy for
the democratic nomination. To all of
these callers, Mr. McAdoo gave a
careful hearing, stating that he would
consider every phase of the situation,
and determine for himself, if in hut
opinion, his services really were desired by his party snd the country
"Mr. McAdoo can and will speak
men

(Continued
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Fed
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Pork and Mutton
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Hot, luscious, flaroryoats
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Creamy oats, hot and enticing, are now
the quickest breakfast dish I
Ask your grocer for QUICK QUAKER.
Cooks in yS the time of coffee, scarcely
longer than plain toast
Same plump oats as regular Quaker
Oats, the kind you've always known. Cut
before flaking, rolled very thin and partly
cooked. And these small flakes cook
falter that's the only difference.
All the rich Qsaker flavor. All the good
of hot breakfasti owicet Today, try Quick
Quaker."
,

e
:

2

J

0

QUICK QUAKER
cooks in

L

'

KINDS OF QUAKER OATS
Now as Cjrecers

Qakk Quaker and Regular Quaker Oaca,
Get whichever yea prefer.
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niatelv a nonulation of a thousand
i
I. ha. nAmu Hnnhled m ita
number of citiaeni and the reason isdue to another oi Henry rora a prc41..1
IA. Ha annatructad a dam
acrosa the River Rouge which divides
this little community ' and thereby
ne
gave to NorthvUle a power piant.
.
iu . .atnrw fnr
- - manu- - the
men iuuuv
f..tiiM nf automobile narts. ine
water power ia more tnan suinciwii
for the operation of this factory: but
4L.
44. --t mnnvtanla ia that three
people are
hundred and twenty-fiv-e
on the pay roll, ine transiormauvu
Jt... i. that a alow farmina
i.i
community to a ; thriving induatrial
country has taxen on new
many people rnovtng from Detroit,
t.....tr-fiv- a
mil pi awav. to newly
built homes in Northville.
an- short distance
Within a very
ii
oivmnnth. where ue
same transformation has taken place.
V
WOmStt
mi
uuam. w4th
" nna nfandthefrom
lucre, a 4lbl
her
the
in
factory,
working
I learned something of her own indiA lHUe more than
vidual problems.
a year ago her husband had died and
left her with two small children. She
bad resorted to the taking ta of washing to take care of hej family aad
was able to earn ten to fifteen dolf
week. Now aha is making alxdoU
Ian a day. the minimum wae which
Lr. Ford pays tie people who work

Four-Doo- r

Sedan

Interior Features
A coxy, attractive interior has been
ichievedintheFord Four-DoSedan.
Broadcloth upholstery, soft brown
with a slightly darker stripe, harmon- izes with the lighter shade in the
headlining.
.;.
or

$685
F. O. B. OatnHt

TU

Mr

tuttkiu

m tr
Htm.

--

,'

Ornamental interior iittings are

finished in nickeL
Doors are made oi one solid sheet of
heavy aluminum,very light and strong

CAIUIINGTON MOTOR COMPANY
GALLUP, KW MZXICO
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LOST
Underwood Typewriter No.
1295777-- 6.
This machine was
rented to the Gallup Business
College and taken from their
place after they closed. It is
the property of the Underwood
Typewriter Co. Anyone know-in- g
its whereabouts please,
communicate with
P. C. PINCH AM,
Underwood Typ writer
Co.,
648, Albuquerque
And Receive Reward

s. Box

Mik.uiIi

Good Eye Sight is one of the
Greatest Assets to Man or
Woman.'

Nature or Circumstances
have Cheated You out of Perfect Eyes then Tour Best
Chance for Good Vision is the
Prompt and Careful Attention
of
Competent Optometrist, , .

If

;

"

'

SEE US

F. V. VURM
OPTICIAN
JEWELER
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flat bones the
bison, mammoths
ether animals, and painted them
oaT

tttutn, IMS,

estMS of reindeer,

on the dry walls of caves; and it
Interesting and Important to know
what other animals were roaming
boat Europe then, si it throws a light
on the changes which have taken place
In the climate. .
The student of Toulouse university,
Carteret by name, discovered what
might be called the studio of an artist
of the
period.
On the walls of the cave were rough
drawings of animals, and around were
models made In day, some in the early
stage of being shaped and others more
tolly formed.'
Among the animals represented
were Uons, tigers, wolves and bears.
This Is the first time Uons have been
found among the animals known to
the cave artists who once lived In

S. U
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The animals of the prehistoric
sculptor appear all to be wounded,
and It Is believed the hunters must
have damaged the models before set
ting out on a hunting expedition, be
lieving that In doing so they were ren
daring the real animals vulnerable to
their weapons.
PORCELAIN

MADE

FOR KINGS

The Arabs mentioned porcelain factories and stores in their writings
about 800 A. D. The Arabian geog
who lived
rapher, lfohammed-el-Efrld- l,
In Slcdy at the court of Roger n, pub
lished, about 11S4, a geographic work
In which he told of the town of DJan-kow, where "Chinese glass" was made.
He added that there was "no finer and
more esteemed profession In DJankow
than that of a potmaker or a pot de
signer." "Toward the middle of the
Fourteenth century, Ibn Batata, the
Arabian traveler, described Chinese
ceramic as the most beautiful In the
world.
The Chinese manufactured
dishes and porcelain ware for a very
long time. In the history of the great
Chinese empire one reads that only
certain towns and villages went In for
porcelain Industry. The finest chin
ware was made In the province of
8axlj. , R was so beautiful and so
much like the finest crystal that It
never was exported, but was exclusively reset led for the use of the Chinese
emperors.

tt ime; W mwUi tm iu

ta

the opportunity to start conversation

with him and said;

.

The plans for the observance of Golden Rule Sunday call upon the people of
America to serve a menu in their homes similar to that served In the orphanages In the near east, the difference in cost of the orphanage menu and the
ordinary meal to be contributed to orphanage work overseas. The observ-appropriately fixed for the Sunday following Thanksgiving.
f
tables as a token of rejoloing
Having on Thursday partaken from
Is the prosperity of America, tt Is fitting that on the following Sunday people
give special consideration te the needs and distress of those who are less
highly favored.

U

I7

well-lade- n

Cranberry Frappe.

freeslng.

1

c

.

"I beg your pardon, but are you
fond or bananas 7"
The bishop was slightly deaf, and
leaning toward her, replied:
"Pardon me, but what did you
.
say!"
" I said," repeated the young lady,
blushing furiously, "do you like ban-

anas?"

The bishop pondered the Question
gravely for a moment, and then answered: "It is a curious question, but
if you wish my honest ooinion. I have
always preferred the
night-sblr- t.
Harper's Weekly.

Rossis

would kavs to pv aa esermous fcs
crease for their Uaea good.
The Women's bureau ef the
national committee had hystaw
ics ever the matter. One prominect
New York department store g- -t in
with Senator Vataes
Kblic quarrel
of his exposure of the frarJ
of the charge. Every effort was
made te convince
the Amerien
housewife that the proposed tarti
was going to roo ner ngnt ana len
in the matter ef linen goods. So much
for the Democratic free trade lias.
It is very interesting to pick up ths
New York papers on Tuesday, October 16 last, and read an ad of John
Wanaraaker, advertising linens. Ths
ad begins as follows:
"THEY ARE LOWER THAN THEY
"HAVE BEEN FOR 7 YEARS I
"SALE OF FINE LINENS
"This collection is unusually fine.
even in a store that is noted for the
fine quality of its linens.
Its scops
is impressve, both household and de
corative linens; quality of the finest
prices are the lowest in seven years.
Most of the linens are oi recent importation."
bulletin of ths
The fortnightly
Women's bureau of the Democratic
national committee is invited to express nn opinion now upon the subject of tariff and prices of linens.
based upon facts Instead of false
hood.

FOR RENT

.

Why should they (the Russian gov
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REFUGEE MEAL
FOR

FOURTEEN

AMERICANS

NATIONS

SUPPORT C00LID6E

Asked to Adopt European Countries Join American President in Backing
Orphanage Menu ior Just
Golden Rule as PracOne Sunday Dinner.
tical Program.

Whole Country

RELIEF

HAS

SAVED MILLION

Pseple of All Nations Will Figurative
ly Gather Around Sams Tabls aa
Practical Sign of Sympathy With

Nssr East Suffsrere.

Geneva, Switserland. Officials of relief organisations from fourteen European oountries have asked their governments snd peoples to Join In a
great International movement to save
the destitute orphans and widowed
mothers In those countries of ths Near
Bast that have suffered from recent
wars. '
Dec. I has been set aside as "Golden
Rule Sunday."
On that day people
will be asked to observe the broad
prlnolple of the Golden Rule by foregoing their usual noonday msal and
sating Instead the frugal ration usually
partaken of by the parentless children
of Greece, Armenia sad Palestlns.
The world's people will then be
asked to contribute the difference In
the cost of the two meals to the principal relief organisation In their country, to be administered for the needy
children.
Notable people In Europe who will
to give the day aa later-national aspect are King George of
Greece, Prince Carl of Sweden,
Clemenceau of France, M.
Paul Hymans and Dr. Alice Maaaryk.

How many comfortably fed, olothed
and housed Americans wlU sit down
to a Sunday dinner of rice, corn grits
and soup typical orphan fare on
December I, as a practical test of the
golden rulef
The question is asked today by
Charles V. Vlckrey, general secretary
f Near Bast Relief, who Is In charge
of the plans for the general obssrvance throughout the United States of
"Golden Rule Sunday." In an Inter
view, Mr. Vlckrey said:
"If American people will renounce
for one meal the food they are accus
tomed to eat, and contribute the dif
ference in cost to the support of starv
ing children in the near east, ths sltu
atlon in Greece, Armenia and Palestine will Income Infinitely more real
to them.
"I have recently returned from sev
eral months In those countries. Ameri- AMERICAN FOODS BEST
ca Is a name to conjure with there.
SAYS FAMOUS DOCTOR
Bitter reproaches are heard against
none
but
other
country,
nearly every
Athens. American standard food
against us. That Is because people stuffs are the
best In the world, says
realise that Americans have gone to
Dr. Mabel Elliott, famous woman
tbem with a helping hand and
who for the past two years has
square deal, rather than with the
been medical director of American or'
v'
mailed fist.
"America could well have afforded phanages in the Near East. Prom the
to have spent every. penny of her re standpoint of purity and high food
value, ahe asserts that no European
lief funds as a
The good nation can compete with the United
ed business proposition.
will that has resulted from rellei States, and for this resson she Insists
work In the near east Is of Incalcul on American products In all orphanabls value. When these orphans w ages and hos'pltals, In order to meet
are oaring for today grow to man sdequately the needs of undernourhood, they will become the leaders oi ished children.
Dr. Elliott's annual report, sum
their nations and their eyes will tura
ming up the results of the care of
toward America.
"At least a million persons In tht 50,000 children In orphanages as well
near east would not be alive today had ss clinics for 50,000 additional chilIt not been, for American aid. Ever dren In refugee camps and homes.
today, 100,000 persons are being cared says:
'Stable, American foods are now
for day to day by the Near East Re
lief, mostly women and children wh the backbone of all our menus tor rewould probably perish la a few dayi building children who became weak
and anaemic during the refuges ex
or weeks if ths work ceased.
"Our workers are now concentrat odus from Asia Minor. Our menus
ing not only on the physical care ol contain, aot only bread made from
our 60,000 orphans, but on tneir in American flour, and corn grits in pordostrlal training as well At the agi ridge and stews, but also the liberal
of II, when an orphan leaves out use of corn syrup, American con
ears, he Is .equipped to enter som densed milk and American cocoa and
useful trade or business. In Narasett macaroni, thus making a balanced
there are boys working In our serpen ration to meet all the scientific re
ter shop a tsw feet from the spo quirements as to relative food values,
where Christ tolled. In Macedonia calories and vltamlaes.
The favorite orphanage pudding is
hundreds of Oreek orphans are learn
Ing farming la the atmosphere when composed of corn grits with cocoa,
Paul spent many years la establlshlni sweetened with corn syrup, and made
more nutritious and palatable by add
ths first European churches.
'five dollars a month provides Iom ing a sauce of American condensed
and physical necessities for sn or milk. Such a pudding has a high food
phan, and 1100 a year provides tor hit value and Is very economical no
education as well. The observance other equivalent food value could be
of Golden Rule Sunday by a mil obtained from other foods at twice the
lion American families will provldi cost
Moreover, It Is so palatable
enough funds tor thousands of orphani that children eat It eagerly several
"When people break bread together times a week, and never aeem to tire
they become friends. On this Inter of it The American people, in pro
national Golden Rule Sunday peoplt viding for these parentless children
of all nations figuratively will gathei such pure and wholesome foods from
around the same table, partaking o their own tables, are certainly makln
the same food representing the mem a practical application of the golden
which the unfortunate children of tin rule."
,
.,
near east hope, by the benevolence o
Dr. Elliott has recently returned to
SOB
days In the year America to arrange for the publicaths West, to est
But even this simple menu the or tion of a book of her experiences unphans cannot have unless the rest a der the title of "Beginning Again at
ths world practices the poiden Rule. Ararat"
-

ernment) be "recognxiedt"- - What
would betheuse? They have no fear
of God, for they have no love of man,
they have no regard for property,
they sneer at such virtues as honesty, chastity, truth. Those who have
to live beneath them are the objects
of great pity and they who are defending them in this country are to
be regarded with very great suspicion. There must be some sinister
reason why they are doing it Cedar Rapids (la.) Republican.

New Four room house, with
bath and toilet.
One two room house.

Inquire at Peoples Market

fltinouiimei
I

Will Occupy the Store Recently Vacated by T.
Younis' Dry Goods, nest door to My Present
Shop, on or about December 1, and Will Add
More Machinery and be better Prepared
Than Ever for all Kinds Of

SHOE REPAIR WORK
AS WELL AS FOR

MAKING SHOES AND BOOTS
ALSO FOR

HARNESS REPAIR WORK
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

.

Cook one auart of cranberries snd
two cupfuls of water for eight
minutes, then force through a sieve.
Add two cunfuls of sugar, the juice
of two lemons snd freeze to a mush,
using equal parts of Ice and salt for

h

Old, But Always Good
A young lady aat next to a distin- guished bishop at a church dinner.
She was rather awed by the bishop's
For some time she hesti- presence.
tated to speak to him. Finally, see
ing some bananaa passing, she slesed
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Chlnaware Was go Beautiful That It
Was Never Exported, but Was Reserved for Emperors.
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never ro aown unison we i t- i- too united states compel
mt
of
sweatshop conditiona. The
the advance in clothing U boexr't of
the advance in wuh of ciouang
workers. Export noedlo workmen art
receiving more than douDls the wages
that they formerly received. Bush-elme-n
received 11. a week; today
they get $36. Cutters received $18
week; today they get $40. Pocket
workers received $20: today they get
$4$. Sweatshop workers received 60
enta for making a pair of trousers,
50 cents for making a vest and $1.40
for making a coat Today the sweat
shop worker has been eliminated by
legislations and organized labor. .
The question now arises: Do the
women of the Democratic national
mm mi Mm wiih to tm on record in
favor of reducing the wages of thei
workers in the clotning industry T
That is exactly what their tirade
against higher priced clothing means.
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Bectnc Appliances most satisfying to see
and use day after day foe years to come.
wodd-wid- e
products nave a
enand
worth
reputation lot honest
a
make
never
Youll
during quality.
inistake m buymg UNIVERSAL Electric
Percolators, Toaster. GriDs. Heaters and
other home needs. The mistake is to
delay your fiurchaaing.
CUI mud art Uu UNIVERSAL Um

UNIVERSAL
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Three centuries removed from the
founding of this nation, we sometimes
lose sight of the earnest motive which
moved the Pilgrims to declare a day,
each year to be set apart, for offering
up sincere thankfulness to a good and
just God for his bountiful mercies.
Through all those years that act
has been a great levening force. It
removed retrospection from the end
of life and brought it to us annually.
It has helped make this one of the
great nations of the world.
Perhaps it would be best if at the
end of every day we would pause to
realize our failures to be sincerely
grateful for many blessings. Thanksgiving, however, offers us the occasion annually and for this we are
all grateful.
We are not unmindful of the good
kind and the considerate
thoughts and acts of our fellowmen
here in Gallup. We are grateful for
the part we are permitted to take in
the upbuilding of this community. So
we join hand with all this Thanks-- i
giving Day in paying honor to whom
honor is due.
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L. r. Parte)
Rev. AAiiaoa G. ficbf, Faster
Sendar School 9M A. M.
Parents invited to coom and brine
their chfidrco.
Preaching services at 11 A. tt, sad
HAVE waited and waited for undisputed proof to 7:30
P.
every first mad third Sun
C.
rumor
the
IL
C. Poe and W.
charges against
itirport
day.
Tennbii that they have taken hush money from bootleggers Prayer services every Wednesday
caa otner law oreakers. we nave asked a number of people nigttt at 7:30.

D.

D,.Kbister

Church with a

odal Program"

9:45 Junior Church School with a
Elble reel of pictures on: "Jacob and
SacheL" These aeries of Bible picture were gotten oat at a cost of
three million dollars by a layman who
wanted to make more vividly real the
incidents and aisesaaei of the Bible.
In this realistic war the characters of
tte Bible are not dead people, living
centuries ago; but they become living
for tne proof, up to this minutte no proof has been furnished
and real and make a real impression
ME30DIST CHUCCH
on - the minds of the children who
only rumor only that so and so said so and so.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
All we know is that pressure was brought to bear to have JOHN WITT HEXDRU; Pastor see them. Is your child getting this
If not, you are invited
advantage?
the deputy sheriff commissins, held by Poe and Jennings, re
to let him have it each week.
voked, i ni pressure was supported by some sort of a com
10:00 Church School with classes
Pehaps you weren't at Chorea
Sunday. Well, it was for all ares. Mission Sunday with
plaint that Poe and Jennings had acted in a way other than be school last loss.
There was a good special ofierinx.
partly roar
coming commissioned deputies. We hold no brief for Poe and ly
number that took advantage of 11:00 Morning Worship with a ser
do
commissioned
we
nor
officials violating this session.
Jennings,
approve
mon by the pastor on: The Vision of
laws, or acting in a way that will reflect to their discredit, or in Hare yon looked in upon a regular the Dry Bones,"
carefully study
a way that will discredit their superior officer the sheriff. service in the church for several of the subject of fear. The pastor be
Our stand for law enforcement is well known, and in this poli- moons? Have you heard it said,' lieves that most neoDle raoer from
"Nobody hardly in Gallup attends fear in one form or another. He will
cy we have no political favorites.
church?" Of course, that far part of analyse its seriousness and propose
The sheriff was elected by the people of McKinley county. a propaganda of
those who do not at a aoluoon.
He was elected on a platform of his own that he would en- tend; because ta that taey uaeiy teg-ist7:30 "Worth While" Service serboth their wish and excuse in mon by the pastor, a splendid educaforce the laws. He was elected as a Democrat on the Demo-rat- ic
breath. If you would go if tional picture on: "Our Animals," a
ticket. Being elected as a Democrat and on the Demo- the same else
went; but the reason rousing "Everybody Sing" led by the
anybody
cratic ticket does not mean that he is the sheriff of the
why I do not go is because it is lone-- ; orchestra, and a continuous atmoscrats any more than being the sheriff of Republicans he is the some there, well it isn't nearly so phere of happiness and good-wi- ll
that
sheriff of McKinley county. As sheriff, elected on the Demo- lonesome as you heard. -Last Sunday will make you feel glad you came.
there were Many told the pastor that the picture
cratic ticket, does not mean that he should let Democratic boot- at the morning hour
men, every one past twenty-fiv-e last Sunday night was the most beautwenty
alone
because
voted
some
of
for him, (as
just
they
leggers
in attendance, and ladies in pro- tiful one ever seen. Don't miss these
them have told him.)
portion three to one. That wouldn't "Worth While" Services each week!
This Saturday afternoon 2:30 Dr.
The reason, and the only reason why we have compliment- be so lonesome would it?
you would be interested in and Mrs. Stark will be host and hosted Sheriff Myers for his activity towards the enforcement of Maybe about
the services for nest ess to the children. There will be a
law and order is because we are in favor of law and order, and knowing
At the morning hour the very beautiful two reel picture on
Sunday.
not because Lou Myers msy or may not be a Democrat, or that subject will be The Peril of Neutrai-itv"an-d "Little Red Riding Hood," games and
in the evening. Two in some eats. All children invited.
he in not a Renuhlic an. We are in favor of orood and economi
there Next Tueaday evening the E. A. C.
cal government, and being a Republican does not mean that we P11 " At ch choirthsand sjrvlc render
Service Crab will give a Thanksgiving
u regular
they
Amni;mAn
u
ni.'i.nw
kM..k..ni
nAmn.f;M
iwuc-uvuum
w vvuii""vui.
wv pvwwv.u
dinner st the home of Dr. and Mrs.
choice mUSiC.
ynuuu.nv
C. H. Clark at Allison. All are in
snemi ior attempting to ao nis duty.
Poe and Jennings, as deupty sheriffs, did a great deal of pening in some far away day: It is vited.
morning 10:00 A.
onnA
aoinra Tnatr havA notrar for the next Sabbath. Nor in BOVe M Next Thursday
Thv neither nt tham
thorn will ha a union Timnkaviv- It
right here
k-- ...
happens
rtf.
K..
A
w vucu
fvnvu o nuiw, uuk
ing service in this Church.
vayraic w in GaUup Sunday sitter Sunusyi
more moonsnine suns, as wen as ine capture ana convicuon oi
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You ng M en
The suit you wear is the

let-

ter of credential you present to
the-worl-

d.

It speaks for or against you before you say a word.
It opens doors for you o r
closes them. It is Everyman's
guide to your tastes, your char'
acter, your ambitions.
Lebeck and Wylie clothes are
correct and smart. They have
the look and feel of quality.
They are well made, and their
prices are moderate.
To wear these clothes is to give
yourself an extra advantage in
the game of life. Suits, $32.50
and upwards. Overcoats, $25
$30, $35,

and upwards.

lebeck k

mm

210 Coal Avenue
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more bootleggers man any .otner two omcers in tne state oil

APPARENT

LOOP-HOL- E

UNCLE JOHN'S

RICHARD LLOYD

Judge John Schauer has to his credit the collection of tve MIGHT do well to take a lesson from other states and see
WEEKLY POEM
JONES SAYS:
more money fines than any other peace officer in New Mexico,
that our next legislature enacts a law which would require
(Aatooitar Sarrlet)
kr aiduutf Uoy4 Jesa)
(Conrrisat
, and this credit was made possible because Poe and Jennings
freight agents to demand current tax receipts before accepting
; were ever and
always ready to go and do just what Sheriff for shipment taxable articles, where such taxable property is Our lesdin' men have ever toiled to When Richard Mansfield
was once
to be shipped out of the county or state. We might also see keep the wheels of
layers said acting unaer tne oraers ot anerm Myers. ,
progrei oiled. . . asked to name the greatest mystery
of
source
booze
off
the
of
taxes
before
license
and
in
bootleg
began that automobiles are assessed
supply
the
Cutting
life and his interrogator expected
paid
We find 'em, active day or night,
to nurt. something had to De done, and it was done roe and plates are granted.
holdin' aloft their shinin' light. They the customary answer "death," the
actor promptly replied, "The
Jennings are no longer commissioned deputies. And, we still
Taxable property is often shipped out of the county and somehow, never teem to tire at heap- - eminent
human face see a face onn and vm
demand proof that Poe and Jennings are guilty of accepting state, and without taxes being collected. If freight agents in' coal on Wisdom' fire.
can find it among millions.
It is the
hush money guilty of accepting bribes. We have all the ru- - were required to see current tax receipts before accepting for There ain't no realm in mortal
of
ken,
mors we want we want proof that can be substantiated in shipment taxable property it would help tax collectors in a that sheta ita door on the leadin' men! The face is individuality."
the mirror of moods. It
court.
verv material way. It is practically impossible for tax collec
The biggest job on earth. I rues. is the echo of the heart. N
In the mean time, we might ask why have deliveries of tors to watch each shipment of taxable property offered for is cloat around the printia' press. , can paint its changing countenance-- no
science has found the sculptural
feller's most important needs is
grapes been made to certain places after dark? If loads of shipment. It would be an easy matter for the freight agent A
power of the mind to mould it
sated
the
he
reads
by
thing
unless,
are
to be used for perfectly legal purposes, and the to ask to see the current tax receipts.
grapes
Faces are as legible as books. Bepercnancs ne linos it oao and then,
Where a party does not own real estate, but buys an auto- - hell
parties receiving such loads of grapes are not ashamed of it,
change, or wish he had! The hind each is a story of expressed, supor latent power and romance.
why were the grapes delivered alter daricz X4ow that foe and mobile, it would be an easy matter to collect the taxes on such press must rise, or falter then, by pressed
what it feeds to oar leadin' men. . . In every human cmintnan. lis,
Jennings are fired off the bootleg chaser squad, why this activ-- 1 automobiles before license plates are granted.
,
Bread, wisely on waters cast,- - is history or a prophecy..
There are many automobile owners that never pay taxes certain
ity in having loads of grapes delivered after dark?
The face is the gate through which
to
return
.
.
A
at
last
too
to
Would it be asking
much
have our next grand jury on their cars, and it so happens that an occasional shipment of liberal fund of common
will children and dogs find gentle and
call some or, our "express delivery drivers" for the purpose oil taxable property is shipped out of the county and state, and reap a liberal recompense.sense,
generous souls. Sad hearts will drift
.
finding out where the grapes were delivered, and who paid the the tax collector is none the wiser until it is too late until the we would pass the supreme test it to a serene face as a flower leans to- pays ro ao our level best, and, want tne warm sun.
bills? Such might get some in bad, but we ask: "Is there any property is gone.
Birth gives us the unmarked outline
though our lot be high or low it's
These are our suggestions.
difference to be made between bootleggers 7 Is there any dif
tne leaain; men that runs the show!
wh.ich 14 to
ference between a Mexican, Wop, or
d
o
life to f iU in for us. The miInthat
faculty
.American bootlegger?
MACADOODLE, AGAIN: Mac Adoodle has been mak
"The fcurple Highway" has been raises us as human beings is the facpronounced by theatrical critics as ulty of choice. It is by the way we
ing speeches all over the United States ever since his
"choose to choose" that we make or
left the White House, telling the dear people that he is not run- one or the sweetest and smoothest mar
SUPPORT THE OLD HOME TOWN
love dramas of the day. Madge Ken
our faces and our souls.
ning for President, but also telling the same dear people how nedy appears in tnta
at
the The soul is the exacting
picture,
of
,
tex next Tuesday ana Wednesday.
the face. She makes it to tyrant
T)UILDING a community is everybody's job. The home owner our government should be run.
shut her- ot" 1ad ,t0 ntltct her slightest whim.
lithe landlord, the merchant, the housewife, the minister, the
Should the soul be sullen she at once
doctor, the school principal, the governing board, the civic
moulds the features to tell her mood.
HIS 1923 THANKSGIVING DINNER
societies, the policemen, the firemen in fact, everyone with a
The soul writes upon the face what
she chooses.
distinct home interest must play his part. The local newspaper
When weary of being
housed in the body the soul takes
Is the point of contact through which these various elements
flight but leaves her indelible record
must function and express themselves. The home town publi-- j
on the face.
cation is a mirror of the life of the community, inspiring, sug
It is common nractica tn m.ni .
our departed youth. Youth is but begesting, helping, and usually sacrificing a great deal of the
coming crudity. Honored is the soul
general work of upbuilding. It is the concentrated reflection
WHAT HAMS I Y
that early "chooses to choose" the art
of the home town interests, as opposed to activities in its midst,
60T TO M
whose sole aim is to take the home town dollar out of town and
V
and little wishing that "it
might have
attach it to the bank account of some foreign corporation.
In
the
finest
fits
lAnataa
tklV
town
of
the
home
The appeal
the foreign corporation for
. .
etvaaosfw usrV
T
ulun would say, to
ff'
dollar is usually an appeal to cupidity camouflaged as safe and
i
tru and the
K
ct,S
economical buying. For the most part it is made in secret
uvauuiiu on your lace.
direct by mail the circular, the booklet, the disguised mimYOU MUST SEE "lT
eographed letter systematically prepared by expert mail sales
TO APPRECIATE IT
to
extract
and
usual
"follow ups" destined
men, with the
carry
account
to
the
the
the
bank
of
distant
money
You
away
unthinking.
have read "The
and enjoyed it We don't Vkginian,"
The very secrecv of the appeal is its own condemnation.
to tell
you what a thrilling story it
It is amazing to note how slow is the average newspaper
Everybody
agrees
that it is the
reader to appreciate the value of frank and open newspaper
f western liters- fare116 mMter,,eM
advertising. Not only In this way is the housewife enabled to
learn what the market has to offer, but in the frank open ad
en
into a great
vertisement lies an absolute security from exploitation. NewsThe scenes which
lfuC0,d
W twice as
paper advertising is the housewife's weekly insurance. The day
ttriUtag on
serene. All of the
has paasd when the advertiser dare be dishonest. The statecharacters are brought to life
an
ments in an advertisement are shouted from the housetops.
cast "The Virginianby is
played by Kenneth Harl.n FiMn
They are too easily checked up. They become the guarantee
il
of service and of honest dealing. The
appeal is
like the secret whisper passed from ear to ear but without any
tv,n Sy,n?,ndD Hatton i.is "Shor.general publicity that ensures complete honesty of statement.
pgj tl
As a rule, its underlying principle is sinister. To supplement
made by Tom
n
and become a part of any
tif orinI kittens in :,
campaign it has its
breathing
,.tthe"'"r.
value, but standing alone it should arouse suspicion rather than
bSok. You won't
of
confidence.
want to miu It Af th.
a
a
wuw syvaeaatu
UM
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YZP, HIRAM: And now Hiram is on the war path, and
and
us, MacAdoodle's ears will burn
tiia it from
before the scrap is over with.

Tuesday and Wednesday.

The Strand will hBV
Thankssrlvin
matin
hm
day.

. ni.i
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nil
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a Kotary
for Cun. A
s
bar of Buslae-- men save arrarrsi to
meet at tha Manhattan Cafe on next
Wednesday
evening at 7 o'clock.
snarp, ror tae purpotl ox taking Us
initial atop to organise a Rotary
Club. The district organiser has been
Invited to attend this meeting. Invitations will be extended to a num
ber of business men to be present and
to express their views" on the matter
of organisinf a Rotary Club, and
those who will be invited are urged to
be there and to take a free hand In
the discussion.
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The Gallup Herald, as usual, will
print, engrave or emboss , Holiday
Greeting Cards. Orders are being
booked for delivery at any time between now and Christmas Day. We
can not promise delivery on orders
later than December 15. Come in and
make selections from our samples.

CRIDS

o

Let Us Show You

G.

The management of the Drake Hotel makes an emphatic announcement
in this issue that their hotel Is being
conducted as a high-claplace for
the patronage of the public, that the
Drake hotel is a place where no one
should be afraid to bring their families. Mr. and Mrs. Drake have had
many years experience in conducting
high-clas- s
hotels, and they are going
to so conduct the Drake as a place for
high-clapatronage.
ss
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Hardware

Furniture

ss

Mr. Ford
School

TO EARN A DOLLAR
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The member of the Woman's Club
will each earn a dollar for the Club
tiAn tnao will
tvWAsmw ssvtfi weaves
uv t aaa ra11
wm Isaw
hv w
they earned it. A very interesting
recital 01 "ways and Mean" of earn
Ing money is expected at the next
meeting.
There will be a Woman's Club
dance at the City Club on Wednesday
evening, December 12.
As it is nearing the close of the
Club Year, all members who are in
arrears with their dues are requested
to send them in at once.
Election of officers will take place
at the next regular Club meeting.
These were the emphasized points
af tha himineiia meetine of tha Wo
man's Club held Wednesday after-

Fink and lavender asters and yellow
maribolds were used effectively thru-out the rooms for floral decorations,
and a touch of the same color scheme
of pink and lavender and yellow, was
used In the delicious luncheon which
was served at the close of the bridge
games.
Those enjoying Mrs. Lebeclfs very
pleasant afternoon were: Mesdames
L N. Cary, E. P. Sellard, Blank, Archie Robertson, Chilton, H. W. Yer
sin, E..A. Davis. W. E. Clarke, O. H.
uoscn, u. B. Phillips, C. W. Davis,
Rosina Burke, D. w. Boise, W. D.
Cornell, F. L. Evans, W. R. Cregar,
F. S. Lawrence, Wm. Bickle, Hans
Neumann, Snyder, H. A. Ram, F. B.
Maple, A. 0. Lebeck, Ellis, Paul
Henderson, L. G. Shanklin, L. K. Heller, Bryce McCandless, T. F. Smelling and C. C. Manning. Mrs. G. B.
Phillips and Mrs. A. 0. Lebeck were
winners of the prises. Mrs. Phillips
was the recipient of a beautiful black
and gold glazed bowl containing narcissus bulbs, and Mrs. Lebeck receiv
ed a dainty powder puff.

MISS DAVIS ENTERTAINS
Miss Geneveve Davis entertained
Leon Czarlinskv returned Wednea
dinner Saturday night in honor of
day night from his business trip to at
Leon says that busi- Miss Katherine Morello of Los AngeLos Angeles.
ness is dull in Los Angeles and that les, Calif. Covers were laid for Miss
Gertrude Phillips, Miss Eloise Burke,
Gallup shows up much better as
Miss Margarett Sims, Miss Madeline
business nlace.
Uregar and Miss Katherine Morello.;
W. R. Csegar is home again after
MISS GAINES ENTERTAINS
being away in Arizona and places in
New Mexico, working up business in Miss Flavia ' Gaines entertained
the fire insurance line, and reports a
most profitable trip.

ALBERT HENDERSON DEAD
Albert Henderson passed away at
bt. Marys hospital Sunday evening.
The end was not unexpected as Al
bert had been in poor health for several 'months. His sisters, Mrs. Dan
King of Crown Point, and Mrs. L. W.
Irick, had been at his bed side during
the day and to the end.
Albert was born in Clairmount.
West Virginia, twenty seven years
ago, coming to this country when he
was a lad four years of age. He
attended the Gibson school, growing
up with the boys who were the pall
bearers at the funeral.
Albert was a boy who had many
friends among both old and young.
The funeral services were held at
the Undertaking parlors Thursday
afternoon. The Congregational min
ister officiating, the flowers were
numerous and beautiful.
The entire community extend their
sympathy to the sorrowing family,
and especially to his sisters.
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THRILL C3ASZR"

Fighting

Elood No.

Ruth Rolsnd in
"Haunted Valley"

MONDAY
The Central School Presents

"A PILGRIM PAGEANT
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
The Great American Classic
"THE VIRGINIAN"
This Picture is adapted from
the ' great Work of Owen
Wiater
Fox News No. 7

..

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
Tom Mix in the greatest
Comedy of the day,
"SOFT BOILED"

b.

Clyde Cooke Comedy

"THE CYCLIST"

This is a special Thanksgiving
Program and considered
the greatest Comedy of

-

the day
SATURDAY
J. B. Warner in
"DANGER"
.
Larry Semon in
"THE RENT COLLECTOR"

!

Special matinee
8 NOTE.
Thanksgiving Day.

COMING

.

'
,

Next week we will show
Elmo and Pioneer Trails

St

w

Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Sonnie entertained Dr. and Mrs. Gaines at dinner
Sunday
evening.
'
One of the most enjoyable parties
of the season was a "stag" given by
Charley Kettle at his home Saturday
evening. Thirty-- eight guests were

present

Mrs. Vivian Standdish of Albuquer
que was a guest of Mrs. Lane in Gib
son Friday.
Mrs. John Blevens and Mrs. De
Bush attended the home Missionary
Society at Gallup Thursday aftern-

See the Thanksgiving menu of the
White Cafe in this issue. Take your
family and eat dinner, at the White
Cafe. You will get a fine dinner
and save money.
Our stamping

department off era
you countless suggestions. We will
cheerfully welcome the opportunity
of showing you the advantage of
stamping. Summers Millinery.
10-3-

To know

how good cigarette
reaiiy can oe madeK
you mutt try a- -

A

articles with which tickets were given. Next Tuesday afternoon at 7:M
the doll will be given away. All those
tickets will please bring
holding
them in. The doll will be given
away at 7:30 next Tuesday evening.

The Glenn Curtiss family, who have
resided in Gallup for the last few
years, left this week for New Low- don, Ohio. Mr. Curtiss has been of
fered a good position there.
Harry Bloch apent last week in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque taking in
Masonic work, the Scotish Rite at
Santa Fe. and the Shrine at Albu
querque.
Make your selections of Holiday
Greeting cards early. We can not
promise deliveries of orders after
15.

Paddy Dugan has been in Gallup
during the week visiting and shaking
hands with old friends. Mr. Dugan is
now in the life insurance business.

Mrs. Ben Wilson of Gallup was a
business caller at the mines Friday
afternoon.
Miss Adeline Ortes is back at the
Gibson store after several days ab

Another James Cruzs production,
s
of Red Gan." at the Rex
next Thursday and Friday, and it wul
keep you smiling the time away.

sence.

Rut-trie-

Johnnie McGeiver has been on the
sick list for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Duncan have
rented the home of Mrs. Ella Taylor
Roberts for the winter.
The Altar Society of the Catholic
church will meet with Mrs. Herbert

.Trv Scotmint Yeast with Pepper
mint flavor for health. 6 cents per
roll.

FOR RENT:

Dawson this week.

The Altar Society will give a bazaar and dance Saturday evening at
the Gibson theatre.
Messrs. Rudie Hummis, Grover
Phillips snd Ambrose, left Saturday
evening for Tucson, Arizona, to attend the Kiwanis convention.
Mrs. Woods and Mrs. Lane are
giving a miscellaneous shower in
honor of Mrs. Jewell Kidwell Rains
at the Gibson hotel Monday aftern-

The beautiful Mama Doll to be given away at the Banner Drug Store
has been the means of selling man

December

oon.

Sleeping room

210 W. Aztec svenue.
o'clock.

at

after 4

Call

14-2t- -p

Constance Talmadge will appear st
Miss Beatrice Porter and Miss Vir
"Dul
ginia Brewis attended a party at the the Rex this Sunday night in
Hign school Saturday evening, given cy."
in honor of the St John's foot ball
. Yours for Health, Dr. 0. C. War- team.
Mrs. Ben Wilson of Galluo was a rlner, Page Building. Phone 88.
business caller at the mines
Eat Scotmints, six flavors. 5 cents
'

each,

oon.

Mr. and Mrs. Charley Kettle and
and Mrs. Frsnk Duncan were
guests at the Ed McMullen home Friday evening.
Mrs. Joe Ferrert has been on the
sick list for several weeks.
Arthur Middleton of the Gamerco
store was on the sick list the first of
the week.
Miss Elizabeth Bryden was a Gal
lup guest Wednesday night, at the
home of J. J. Crockett
Mrs. Bobbie Williams of Gallup
was calling on friends at Gamerco
Mr.

Ambrose, John Irick, Frank Gaines,
and R. W. Dennard. xne uummis Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Johnnie Kliner was confined to
orchestra, and the colored stringed
orchestra furnished music xor tne oc his home for several days with the
casion.
grippe.
Mrs. Minnie Akers is leaving this
PERSONAL MENTION
week for Jamez Springs, where she
Messrs. Chas. K. Ross. Spencer will spend several weeks, taking the
.
Sully snd Clarence Uhland left Sun- baths.
Mr. Shorty Link entertained Judge
day morning for the White Moun
tains, where they will spend two Sonnie, Ramond Duckwetz, Kenneth
wmIm hunting for big game.
Sully and Ray Coon Sunday evening
Mr. D. C. JackUng, president oi rae at a radio concert.
Galluo American Coal Co.. and par- - Mrs. Ella Tavlor Roberta and dau
tv. unont aeveral davs at the mines, enter. Jean, will be guests at 'the
jb. "Guest House" for the winter.
then left tor uuriey wnere nr.
Sully will join them on a minting Mrs. Clarence Uhland has returned
from a very pleasant vacation spent
trip,
.
on st Albuquerque ana
raso, oesiaes
Mrs, Boy woods was caning
'
visiting adjacent places of interest
Gallup friends Wednesday.
Mr. James Sneddon of Gamerco both in New Mexico and Texas.
has just purchased a Ford coupe.
David McMullen and Ivor Gill left
Mrs. Tom Wilson, who has been Monday evening for San Pedro, Calfl-orni- a,
where they will sail for Hon
a patient at St Marys for several
weeks, has returned to her home in olulu. They expect to be gone about
six months. This is David's first trip
Gamerco.
Miss Norma Fowler of Albuquer over seas.
que is visiting her sister at Gamerco. Dr. Gaines was a dinner guest at
The Hummis orcnestra wm iiirnun the home of Doctor and Mrs. Waah
the music for the dance Saturday burn Monday evening.
Mrs. Dan King snd Mrs. L. W.
evening'.
Mrs. Bob Roberts was visiting at Irick were dinner guests of Mrs. R.
Fort Wingate the first of the week. W. Bryden Tuesday.
Dr. and Mrs. Washburn and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. John mac were
and Mrs. Louie Kuhns were dinner guests at the Wm. Barnes horns in
guests at the home of Mayor and Gibson Sunday.
Mrs. Kirk at their home in Gallup Mrs. Vivian standiaa was a dinner
Thursday evening.
guest of Mrs. Lane Friday evening.

....
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SAFETY FIRST BANQUET

A banauet was riven for the "Saf
ety First" boys at the Gamerco hotel
Friday evening. The following guests
were nresent: J. E. Hanes. Tom Hus
band, George Gardener, Joe Brock,
Tom Wilson, Louie Kuans, Rudie
Hummis, Dominick Rollie, L. W.
Irick. Grover Phillips. Wm. Coster,
Steve Baxter, Dr. Washburn, N. H.
Barnes, Wm. Olive, Joe Rollie, M.

-

P.

THS

The Purple Highway," adapted by
Rufus Steele from the play "Dear
Ma" by Luther Reed and Hale Rami.
(ton, directed by Henry Kolker.
ins performance of Miss Kennedy
is one of the bright bits of acting of
tha current season.
N. Y. World.
"One of the lovllest actresses en
the silver screen. You should see
Madge Kennedy in her comeback"
N. Y. News.
MA great tleal better than the usual
run."-- N.
Y. Post.
"Refreshing to find something re
moved from the beaten track." Tele'

o
the week end at the McCamant ranch,
Mr. E. F. Kenney has been on the
near Thoreau.
Mrs. A. W. Robertson and sons, sick list during the week. It is a
Tom and Bub, Mrs. Grover Phillips! rare thing to say that Mr. Kenney is
and daughter, Gertrude, and Mrs. W, unable to be up and about. He is one
B. Johnson were guests or Mrs. Kos of the healthiest men of our commun
ina Burke for dinner Thursday night ity, very prompt and punctual. We
to see him out again and that
Paddy Dugan of Albuquerque is hope soon.
very
Gallup visitor this week.
Archie Robertson is in Lukuchukl
Commencing Sunday night at the
this week.
for Tuesday and
Miss Katherine Morello who has Rex with "Dulcy"
H'ifh-way- ,"
been visiting with her sister, Mrs. Wednesday with "The Purple
and for Thursday and Friday
Pete Vidsl. for the past two months,
"Ruggles of Red Gap," closing
returned to her home in Los Angeles, with week's
the
program on Saturday
Calif.. Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kirk are in Tuc night with Katherine McDonald in
"Woman's Side," makes a week's
son, Arizona, this week.
Mrs. Chilton, who has been visit program mighty hard to beat.
with her daughter. Mrs. Reed in Del
Arcy has added another chair
Winslow, returned last week. .Mrs to his barber
Del says that he
is
Chilton
a guest of her daughter, will add more shop.
chairs
if his patronage
airs. T. F. Smelling.
continues to increase. Del employes
first class workmen and sees to it
that his patrons get good service.

0 7 AT

Comedy-dram-

graph.
"Clever, entertaining,
enjoyable.
Idea is different, is very well acted
and has sympathetic ' Interest thru- Mr. and Mrs. L K. Heller and son. out." N. Y. American.
The return to the screen of a
Bob, Mrs. Rosina Burke and daughter, Eloise, were guests of Mr. and charming star in a romance of a
Mrs. W. E. Clarke for dinner Wed- poorhouse waif who became a Broadway star.
nesday night.
At the Rex theatre next Tuesday
Miss Dorothy Myers, Miss Ruth
,
Eaton and Myrtle McCamant spent and Wednesday.

BY GALLUP HERALD STAFF CORRESPONDENCE
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Mrs. W. B. Johnson, Mrs. Martha
Lindsay, Mrs. Grovsr Philliiw and
Miss Gertrude Phlllins were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A W. Robertson for
dinner Wednesday night
Dr. and Mrs. Cantrell, Sam and
Homer Cantrell. Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Collins and Ed Tamony left Sunday
for the Mogollon Mountains, nesr
Magdelena. on a hunting trip.
A large crowd of men left
for Howell's ranch on a hunting
trip.
John Emmons is in Phoenix this
week.
Grover Phillips, Loyd Ambrose,
Rudy Hummis and D. Rollie left Sunday for Tucson, Arizona, to attend
the District convention fo the Kiwsn-IsClu-

it
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ITEMS AND PERSONALS
.
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FINE CHOCOLATE

rrxriAr.i'
Fen
vm

THE rURPLB HIGHWAY"

PrrONAL nZNTION

GIBSON SOCIETY NOTES AND DOINGS

Miss Margaret Sue Shanklin and
nights.
Reginald Webb sang "The .Windmill." Friday
'
o
Mm. Jennie Odisio has begun the
F. A. Maxsa will remove his City erection of three new houses oa her
reElectric Shoe Shop to the store
lots at the corner of Puerco Drive
cently vacated J by11 T.- JJYounit Dry and Mesa Avenue.
win ina mure macu- inakarfaw
jroooi iiara.
nvanaMil ftiati
4AMt mwA
Mr and Mm. Weslev Pike and Mr
ever for the repair of shoes, also to Charles Thrine spent Friday evening
make shoes and boots, as well as to ing playing Mah Jong at the H. W.
repair harness. Mr. Maxza says that Yersin home.
his new place will give him plenty
room and he will be in a position to
Can
Corona tvnewriter for sale.
serve his many customers much bet- be seen at the Standard Grocery
ter than heretofore.
.
store.
For Tuesday and Wednesday the
Don't forget your Holidsy Greeting
Strand will show the great American
classic. "The Virginian." This pic cards. We can't promise deliveries
ture will appeal to Gallup's best read on orders after December 16.
ers, being adapted from uwen water's great book.
Mr. Louie Roat has accepted a posi
tion with the Santa Fe as brakeman.
Mrs. Wm. Bradley; wife of Mr.
Bradley the Spanish teacher in the
LOST: Lady's Shrine pin. Own
High School, and her little son, Billy,
ARMISTICE CHOP SUEY
nave come to Gallup from Durango, er will give liberal reward for its reThe
tipple men celebrated Armis
office.
Herald
Colorado.
The Bradleys are living turn. Leave at
tice night at a chop suey supper at
in the Right house.
the Pick hotel. Those attending were
Roy Woods, J. E. Hanes, Dr. WashW. B. Johnson, E. W. Tamony, Bill
three
Or
trade,
FOR SALE:
Whiteman, Henry
Turner and a number of others are quarter ton truck, at Auto Top and burn, Hughie
Jack Robison, J. Garcia, J.
Brock,
deer.
claim
of
their
legal
chasing
G. Sanita, Walter Hooser, A. A.
Trimming, 206 S. Second St
They are in the southern part of the
Gallagher, Honey Kee, Ronald Glass,
state.
G. McFadden, Joe Merrill, H. Reefer,
He "shoes" a girl as he would a WARNING, auto owners: Anything J; J. Long, T. J. Brock, Tom Dooleybod ionhorse. See Tom Mix in "Soft Boil- in the line of tops, or curtians, made Porter Brock, Carl Johnson,
Melvin Drake, E. A. Merrill,
ed," at the Strand next Thursday and while you wait. Auto Top and Trim- ley,
Willie Uunton, f red Baxter, steve
.
ming.
.
Friday nights.
Baxter, Wallace Horton, W. Jennings,
Joe Wilson, J. Murkavetz, Geo. Roberts, Tom Wescot and Tom Davis.
-- A

ct:i::d

t--

mother last
route from
California and stopped off here to
visit her son.

folk-danc-

r

A I'x txrkey shoot will :s gv
c nsrco ua
r,;mxcr
ir.rrxl ta hum
.J. :oiti2on eraBunay,
with a choa suer dinnor Saturday az.1 try their luck. LT.e, shot gun
PASTY
sr guests were Kr. and lis. ana av rasrM, tarrsta as wtU as
Mrs. Geot C Lcvsck entertained
Tha shoot is for tha henaf.t
at bridje Tuesday sfrnoon, at her,- - H. Collins- -, Mr. and Mrs. R. J. birds.
&2es Cackld??, Miss Pentony, of the Gamerco baae ball club. All
Gaines,
home
at
Green
Vast
St
lovely
i5
sr invited.

THE THURSDAY CLUB
The Thursday Club met with Mrs.
L. N. Cary this week. Those present
were: Mrs. W. R. Cregar, Mrs. W.
E. Clarke. Mrs. W. D. Cornell. Mrs.
F. L. Evans, Mrs. Rosina Burke, Mrs.
C. C. Manning, and Mrs. L. G. ShankJack, principal of the Cen lin. Mrs.
Clarke had high score for
his
from
visit
received a
the
afternoon.
en
was
week. Mrs. Jack
Club has discontinued other
her home in Illinois to The
meetings until the first of the year..

We understand that Sigmund Haas
will leave the Kahn stores and will
noon.
locate in California, where he and
The sixth grade pupils of Central his wife will make their future home,
school, under the direction of Miss
Tom Mix. so said, can manage
Kfhder entertained the Club members
mail hniMfl and run it drv. See Tom
e.
with a
Mix at the Strand next Thursday ana

it
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FOR Xf.lAS

WESTINGHOUSE SETS REDUCED FROM
tSS.00 to $39.50
No Storage Batteries, Just Dry Cells Ennables You
to Pick Up Stations in All Parts of U. S.
.

Also Laiffer Sets, Batteries, Horns, Tubes, Amplifiers, and
Everything for the Radio

Storage Batteries Charged in 8 Hours

ti

Tires of All Sites at Reduced Prices
'
Complete Line of Accessories
Used Cars and New Cars
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saved to live LrT. ket- Cm, if
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&ey kai kaewa
had acted in tiato.. As a atattor f
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fact, wo docU If ttoso os
more than batt tl
1st caaesr
is often not rooornisoi ia tStoao re
mote rami districts where many rer-sodio without the attention of a
physieion. "No real euro has yet been
seen on the medical horiaoa, so tho
battle mutt bo waged along present
...
lines."
'
"In 1920 about 90,000 persons ia
the United 8tatos died of the disease.
This year the number will bo as groat,
if not greater. So the necessity of
combating cancer is as plain to bo
seen as are tho stars on a clear, cold
night That tho disease attacks tho
rich and poor; that no .protection
against it can be had by any mode of
living; that its cause is unknown and
that it destroys the lives of men and
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PUEBLO, COLORADO BREAD
BEST MADE

J.
(Reproduced

Prompt Delivery

C.

SUCCEED
FAIL

MENU

j

PENNEY, ONE WHO SUCCEEDED
Celery and Olives

from "The Silent Partner," and Published by Permission)

WHY MEN SUCEED
voting his successful life to the imWhy is it that certain men succeed portant life of improvement.
America owes its accredited
right where so many men are failing? achievements
to the men who have
Why do comparatively few men make had
millions while more millions are sim then the "constructive" vision, and
the
to persevere until sucply struggling to make ends meet? cessful. pluck
.
- For some time I have been watch
At the moment I am looking at a
lives
the
of
a few picture" of
or activities
ing
successful men in business, and - a fellow Mr. "Upton's Conqueror,"forthe
Penney paid $20,000
dose atudy of the situation has re- a magnificent animal
a Guernsey
vealed to me a
"secret." ' gentleman, and as Ruskin would say:
In our more thoughtful moments "With a gleam of
humanity in his
we all entertain an increasing
eye that claims fellowship with the
and
an
est
sentiment for the creature, u not with the sout" '
abiding t.M
1
tt.ll 4a
mAH
ran t U
w iwi
w iiimw iuui. .1.
bUBn
"Upland's Conqueror" has just won
a living; and somehow we often just
feel the first prize in the Guernsev class
that the dividends in life go to men at the Syracuse National Dairy Ex
who have apparently had "good luck"
-had things come their way without position.
'Mr. Pennev is a man whn parrlai
$3,000,000 in life insurance, another
great eiiort.
But this is a mistake. The men "constructive"' plan for neroetuatlnir
who are permanently prosperous are his tremendous business and protectprosperous for a Teal reason. They ing his business associates.
And here I seem to see the reason
are me constructive men.
Construc1
tive" is the, word.
why a few men are successful in a
u This country will have no
pause in big way and so many fail in the usual
its proirress while it has construc way. The unthinking man. the little
tive men of the Burbank stamp. What man, asks: "Why should we legislate
Edison has given is invested In all for posterity? - What has posterity
men. The life of Lincoln is a legacy. done for us?"
The constructive man, the big man.
Our constructive men are the forti
fications of America's permanent starts m tne very beginning to lay
a lasting foundation on which his
progress.
I shall never forget a time, years hopes and his expectations may rest
ago, when James J; Hill, who created securely; and then, with his resources,
the Great Northwest the "Hill Coun- he builds bridges that his sons and his
try" never forget the constructive neighbors' sons may pass with safety,
This country is certainly tmmeasur
lesson learned from his life.
': In his early
was ap- ably indebted to its citizens who are
days, Mr. Hillshort-line
putting their prosperity back in the
pointed traffic agent of a
railroad a railroad that could only hands of posterity men of the Bur-claim, as its biggest asset, a right of bank, Edison, Penney type men who
way. One day he rode over the line have carved out their success by beand: discovered the wonderful nod ing what the world most needs
River Valley, where the farmers had
constructive men.
herds of sickly cattle. Immediately
his constructive mind began to work,
and he sent to England and brought a
bulls. Then and
shiplosd of pure-bre- d
there Hill started the real foundation
for a new and world-know- n
Empire
of Onnortunitv.
Where Hill round prairies covered
with pintos, he introduced fercnerons.
Mrt, HatnUi: ThU ntmttttf 'mill'
He belonged to the constructive crew,
HiU" in
not to the wrecking gang.- - He was a MSM "H.lfM Wt
son H iS
builder from the foundation up. All column and ,iM ft in yonr r,cH
Americans
are
constructive.
great
Powder Puffs. A soiled oowder
In an almost unknown Wyoming
years ago, puff does not need to be thrown away,
mining camp, twenty-on- e
J. C. Penney started his first link in as many oeiieve. instead, just use a
a chain of stores a chain that now little soap with hike warm water and
numbers 475 links 475 separate after rinsing thoroughly hang up to
stores scattered over 83 states. How dry. The cuff will be kood ss new
well he welded the first link is
,and may be used for a long while.
fleeted in the strength of his present
Custard Pie. If one wishes to have
powerful business cnain. ho, too, be
gan by building ngnt began by custard pie a nice even brown, sprinbuilding a small but solid success. He kle a little sugar over the top before
was "constructive" from the start.
putting in the oven.
About two years ago Mr. Penney
cast about for some other construe
Beating Rngs-- A rug may be beattive problem. He found that less than en twice at easily and thoroughly
8 per cent of the beef ana dairy cat if placed on s pair of old springs face
ano down. Then turn over and sweep.
tle of this country are pure-brethese are his "constructive" words:
Shoes. When puting shoes away
greater field for real constructive
What line of endeavor offers a for next summer, stuff them full of
areater field for real constructive tissue paper or cotton batting.
work than that of breeding pure-bre- d
'
OH Stove
If an oil stove smells,
cattle?"
Anil hare Ma fiv another him man drop a small piece of gum camphor
with the dominating thought of de into the tank.

Crests of Tomste Seas

Roast Turkey with Oyster Dressug
Cranberry Ssnee
Sweet Potatoes

.

Head Lettuce Salad
Ice Cream

and

.

French Peas
Cheese Dressing

Cakes

Coffee

(THE BEST $1.00 DINNER IN TOWN)
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On Next Tuesday Evening, November
27, at 7:30, the Drawing for

Mama
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CALLUP'S BEST
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The Beautiful
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Rememker
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And All Who are Holdinf Tickets are Invited to
Bo Present Bo Sure and Bring Your Tickets

Some One will Get This Doll-C- ome
and See Who Get It
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Ssisacp, Cured end Salted Meats
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Back Home!
They'll be thinking of you about Holiday time and longing for your presence.
Maybe you can't be with them person
ally but you can send a personal representative in one of our wonderfully fine
Engraved, Embossed, or Printed

Holiday Greeting Cards
s

that will be cherished because it came
'
from you.
See our complete line of samples now!
-
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SERVICE GROCERY
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Everything To Make the
BIG
Fresh Fruits and Vegetable
Try a Loaf of our Celebrated
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"Cf ony lump which doss not Cs- aryear saoruy.
with the famous
"Cf any dlaclarge of Uood wkkh is
Trad.
ootMown
Amonsj
aubjeeta.
continued and not satisfactorily
long
H.
A.
Th high, thick,'
tho
wore
following:
visitors
explained.
and
CUwmm
and
d
Uocia
sJuurp-esdaughters Kay
"Of continued indigestion and lost
jAAanhine. lira. Enane Lambeon. F.
of
powerful
of we5.t.
Mrs. J. P. W. Koomfield
G.
Nielson,
trftftdprovkSathtuU
"Cancer is the great majority of
and deughten, Sihra, Gertrude, and
most in Tipping
cases causes no pain whoa it first apGladys, Miss Lula McDaniel, JewElooratraction. Thay fhro
v.nu Rtoamfleld. Mitt nna
That is unfortunate, for a
pears.
hurt man leeks help, ttaay esAcen
field. Mr. and Mro. 0. C. MeElrath,
you security all tho
W. H. Morris, Mro. tuna xieijen, ana
develop at the edge of a scar. Holes
time, and promoto
and warts which have been dormant
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. CBapmoa.
Um efficient, ecofor years may suddenly develop can'
A dance wu held last night In the
nomical operation
from Cub-er- o
cert.
Musicians
Any irritation, especially ia the
house.
school
of your car.
mouth, should attract immediate at
furnished tho music and s large
tention.
At Cfdj rim l I
crowd was In attendance.
"Much care, in fact, shoudl be given
.
H. Chapman who hu boon here risman
"
to the mouth. 'Keep It really clean
aft t SwotM All.
and
king his children
wise advice. See that a tooth, a
,
has gone to Los Angeles, CaUfornia. Iftam
(
or a poorly placed filling does
H. J. Snyman and H. 3. Haver- who
younger,
among
Cass. IeU
kampf made a trip to Aiouquerquo plain facts which are known about not irritate the tongue or cheek. Such
an irritation can be easily' done away
Southwestern Motor Co.
last week.
this disease.
Watson Motor Co.
Mrs. Vergie Carver who is teaching
"One naturally asks how so myster- TJSSST
7
schoolat Guam, spent me wee enu
ious a malady, so certain to end fa- lost
man
life
because
has
his
B.
S.
Mrt.
he
mother,
here with
tally if not taken in the first stages ed his tongue with pipe or cigar and
Harding'.
; to grade"" the and so remorseless in its attack upinsufficient attention to it
made
PUne are being
on those in middel life and beyond, Said
history shows it is not safe
main street from the State Highway can be successfully fought. The sns-wto 'let sores go.' "(American Soto the town.
is
the
in
is
contained
simple. It
ciety for Control of Cancer.)
Time heals our scan, bat you can't
E. A. Tietjen made a trip to Thor-en-u three words:
as1
been
He
has
Beginning Nov. 15, the state bur-- ;
make a woman believe it when ibe
lsst Saturday.
"Act in time'
eau of public health will hold a cam
discovers her first wrinkle. Wheel- sociated with the Navajo Indians for
'How?'
one
"'But
again
asks,
the entire state for the
ing Newt.
many years.
"This answer is timnle. also, and paign over
of informing the public on
is being given by a society consisting purpose
early signs of cancer and advising
of some of the foremost physicians, the
them on the action to take. There is
surgeons and scientists in America. a chairman in each county who is re
It is contained in the brief sentence:
for distributing this Infor
"Know the danger signals and seek sponsible
mation and who will try to arrange
see
treatment
when
competent
you
for the showing of a motion picture
them. '
on
The theatre manag
subject.
"In many instances, the symptoms ers the
are cooperating splendidly on this
can be detected by men and women of
and our thanks are due them,
The public is
ordinary intelligence.
BUT DO NOT LET THE CANCER
informed that cancer often starts
from something else usually some CAMPAIGN BE CONFINED TO A
Dinner
thing quite inconsequential and easily SINGLE MONTH! Every physician
cured. It it then told to be suspici- and health officer should conduct
ous: v
continuous
conscious, .
SUCCESS
A
"Of any sore in the mouth that does campaign of health education ALL
not readily heal.
OF THE TIME.
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p(3 SALE: Two cash registers
for tale at a bargain. Joe Ferrer, at
G&ob Club House.

'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Lava of Hatred
V Example of Generosity
A New Alibi
'
Let no man seek elevation or re- DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
man
When the war was over, no
"Where were you last night?" de
nown, at the price of the national U. S. Land Office at Santa
manded the wife of the overworked who fought against his flag was pun- Union and
Fe, N. If.
tranquility. He will never
.
Nov. 10, 1923
ished even by imprisonment No find it Falling, he must rank dur
r.?ADC3- - professor. I
"Didnt tell you I was out lectur estate was confiscated.
Every man ing-- life among the few outcasts Notice is hereby riven that Geo. H.
was left free to enjoy life, liberty and whom we have yet engendered; and if Mangum, of Ramah, New Mexico,
ing to a special class T"
"How about these poker chips the pursuit- of happiness. After the he achieve hia country's ruin,' when who, on Aug. 6, 1918, made Homo-stea- d
(Continued From First Page)
Southern states were restored to dead, the burning lava of universal
which dropped from your pocket T
entry. No. 032515, for all of.
man hatred will roll hissing over his Section 18, Township 8 N., Range IS.
for himself when the time arises. It
I lectured on blood. The red their relations in the Union, no
"Why,
was ever disfranchised by national grave: and though like "the aspiring W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nowould be presumptuous for any of his
represented the red ceus ana
ot
one.
friends to speak for him. None of chips
tice of intention to make three year
white were the white corpuscles." authority-Dthe
them has any such intention. It
As
an
of generosity and e should acquire fame, it will be the Proof, to establish claim to the land
example
ones?"
these
about
blue
"Buhow
would not be candid, however, with
the conduct of the na fame of bitter and boundless abhor- above described, before United States
"The blue ones represented the cor- magnanimity,
many press representatives who have
Commissioner, at Grants, New Mextion in victory was the grandest the rence. GEORGE M. DALLAS.
blood."
venous
of
the
puscles
asked if political developments are
ico, on the 21st day of December.
world has ever seen. KUSUUE cum
not probable, should I seek to disguise "After this," snapped the wife, RUNG.
1923.
OF
IN
COURT
THE
THE
DISTRICT
Los
the fact that Mr. McAdoo's friends "cash in after your lectures."
Claimant names as witnesses:
FIRST
JUDICIAL
DISTRICT
OF
believe that he will offer for the pre- Angeles Times. .
Frank Stayner. Will C. Henninar.
More families suffer from the lack
THE 8TATE OF NEW MEXsidential nomination, that he will be
Columbus Gaines, Roy Adair, all of
ICO WITHIN AND FOR THE
of judgment about spending money
Avoid European Connections
nominated, and that he will be elect
Ramah, New Mexico.
COUNTY OF McKINLEY
ed.
.r.
If I were called upon to prescribe a than from the lack of money.
A. M. BERGERE
Koenig
Mshoney,
for
most
Josephine
of
course
A MAN, OF ACTION ;
important
policy
Register.
in
eitd
is
to
the
be
Plaintiff,
war
One way to
put
"We have heard in the last three this country to pursue, it would and
No. 2255 (2141)
vs.
those who re
lines
connections
battle
avoid
all
front
to
European
First Pub. Nov. 17
days from more than forty states.
Maurice Mahoney,
fer to it as "glorious."
Last Pub. Dec 15
That the whole country is calling wars.--De WITT CLINTON.
Defendant.
loudly for leadership is manifest. We
NOTICE OF SUIT
affirm that McAdoo is the one great
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
You, Maurice Mahoney, are hereby
figure now available in our party.
notified that suit has been filed by DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
William G. McAdoo has all the qualthe above named plaintiff and is now U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ities of a great executive. He is a
pending against you. the above nam
man of action and a man of decision.
Nov. 8, 1923
ed defendant, in the District Court of
As secretary of the treasury he helpNotice is hereby given that SteDistrict
of
the
Judicial
the
First
federal
to
reserve
the
ed
frame
W. Baxter, of Gallup, N. Mex.,
great
State of New Mexico within and for phen
creI
wno, on uct. 31, 1922 made Stock-raisin- g
act, which created a panic-prosuit
be
said
of
the
McKinley,
County
Homestead
dit system and a federal farm loan
No.
ing numbered 2255 on the docket of 045254, for Lots 2, 3, 4,Entry,
act, which provided credits for the
E
EWVhi,
court.
said
Section 18,
12 N., Range
farmers, and he so managed the fin- 5
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT .
The general objects of said suit are 9 W., N. M.Township
ances of our country that when he
P. Meridian, has filed
the
divorce
from
for
absolute
an
you,
notice of intention to make 3 year
left the treasury the Financial Chron- I
KIMSEY & WALL, Proprietors
said defendant, on the grounds of
icle of New York said of him, 'In losProof, to establish claim to the land
and
the
of
abandonment
for
custody
above
described,
United
ing William G. McAdoo. the country
Rose
the minor child,
Mary Mahoney. States Commissioner, before,
loses the ablest finance minister it
j
at Gallup, N.
unCORN
that
notified
You
are
farther
on
the 19th day of December,
Mex.,
ever had.'
less you enter, or cause to be entered, 1923.
IS FRIEND OF THE PEOPLE
said cause on ot
in
annearance
vour
VEAL
BEEF,
Claimant names as witnesses:'
"Standing firmly for legitimate
before the 11th day 'of January, 1924,
business and for the protection of the
Leonard Spellman, of Gallup N.
in
saia
he
will
rendered
j Judgment
farm industry. Mr. McAdoo stands
Mex.; Wayne Harding, of Gallup, N.
CHICKENS
AND
MUTTON
and
the
default
cause
by
you
against
Mex.; T. Mortensen, of Bluewater, N.
equally firm for the rights of labor
relief prayed for will be granted.
and the rights in adequate wages and
Mex.; W. C. Hassell, of Bluewater,
ofthe
name
The
attorney
plaintiff's
N. Mex.;
fair hours and believes thatt they I
WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT
whose
W.
is
J.
postoffice
Chapman,
pay. He is not afraid to be known 1
A. M. BERGERE
J
address is Gallup, New Mexico.
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT
as the friend of the people. And as
hand and official seal
Witness
Register.
my
of
the
problems
far as his grip upon
at Gallup, New Mexico, this 20th day (2137)
Nov.
agriculture are concerned, the enthuFirst
17.
Pub.
,
of November, 1923.
siasm manifested toward him everyLast Pub. Dec. 15.
64
NAT GARCIA,
where by the farmers tells the story.
McDistrict
Court,
Clerk,
"Mr. McAdoo's supporters in 48
Kinley County, New Mex-cNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
-- t
states have made their decision al- 3 '
!
SERVICE
QUALITY
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
ready. They .intend to nominate him
Court Seal,
District
and elect him."
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
McKinley County,
New Mexico.
Nov. 8 1923
and
called
be
to
used
tramps,
They
Notice is hereby given that Mary
(2116)
wo Amva them awav from the door.
M. Smith, of Crown
First Pub. Nov. 24.
Point, N. M.,
Now they're tourists, and cities give
Last Pub. Dec. 16.
who, on April 16, 1920, made
r.
wv-ana
them free camp sites, luei
No. 034579, for All , of
and thev can forage for their own
Section 20, Township 20 N., Range 10
newsa
idea
that
an
has
The
public
food and gasoline.
woik-in- g W. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed nopaper editor's most important
tice of intention to make 3 years
"tool" is a waste paper basket
Prof, to establish claim to the land
amI iliA vkiililiA
ft:
FOR
nwnv ia viarrif
emu
viiv
above described, before United States
Commissioner, at, Gallup, N. M. on
The only kind of public office that the
20th day of December, 1923.
DR. M. M. ELLISON
ever seeks the man seems to be one
Claimant names as witnesses:
that calls for plenty of work but no
Wade C. Smith, Wales A. Smtih,
salary. , ,
W. F. Pitts, K. Presley, all of Crown
Few thiniM are more pathetic than Point, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE
a really good man trying to act as if
HtrnA atmrt '
Re,ster-Firs- t
lis tm
Corner First St sad Coal Ave.

:

Wilt

'

,.--

,

'

FOR, SALE: Improved ranch at
Sooth Guam. For further information apply to Gerard Griego, at Banner Drug Store.

WANTED Small furnished house
1, 1923 Apply at this

by December
f office.

.

.

Room for rent

FOR RENT
East Hill.

at

201

of

FOR RENT Three room house,
Rent
in.
Close
partly furished.
reasonable. Apply at McKinley County Bank.
--

-

'...

..-

FOR SALE: Any one interested
in buying beautiful furniture should
ee Sigmund Haas, or phone 300.
14-- tf

..--

LOST On road east of town-Bl- ack
hand bag, containing personal
effects, mostly work clothes. Reward
of S for return to this office.

IF YOUR ROOF LEAKS
See

C.

CARPENTER and BUILDER

Expert Furniture Repairing
Will Give Yon Eight Hours
Work For Eight Hours Pay

& OVERSON

RUIZ

Attorneys-At-La-

v

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

PHONE

Stock-R-H.-Entr- y,

TO;

CHAPMAN,

W.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
PHONE 256
Rooms
Gallop,'

15-1-

6

HERMAN

Page Building.
New Mexico
.

W. ATKINS

ATTORNEY AND
COUNSELLOR AT

JOHN WITT HENDRIX
The Methodist Church
Pastor
Residence 800 3rd Street
Phone No. 288.
At Home In the Study 8 to 11:30 A M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P.M.
At Your Service At All Honrs.

Office:

For Your Thanksgiving Dinner Wo Suggest:
Puddins;, Fruit Cake, Cranberries, Nuts and Raisins,
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables.

Carman s Grocery

LAW

PARIS SHOE STORE AND SHOP

Page Building.
New Mexico

Only Exclusive Shoe Store in Gallup

;

E FAMILY
Lawyer
Member Bar: Supreme Court UnJter
States, Supreme Court of New

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE

Cffies:

,

WEST R. R. AVENUE
'
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,

-

Navajo EUnkeU

Jemalry

Ho?i Pottery
, Caakata

vALTzn e.

--

ccix::ro

FK3T STETZT

-

New Mexico
Third Street

'

Our Wftscn at Ycur
Doer Relieves Ycur
.

Nov. 8, 1923

Notice is hereby given that Edwina
Martin, of Bluewater, New Mexico,
Who, on Dec. 11th, 1920, made stock-raisin- g
homestead entry, No. 0366C2,
for all of Section 10, Township 14 N.,
Range 11 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
three year Proof, to establish claim
Claimant names as witnesses:
to the land above described, before
"A .T rtrnMrett. ftf fialhlD. N. M.. The United States Commissioner, at
w. V Hnllv. Duaine Mantrrum. Rob Gallup, New Mexico, on the 20th day
ert Martain, all of Ramah, N. M.
of December, 1923.
A. M. BERGERE,
Claimant names as witnesses:
U. A. Berryhill, of Thoreau. New
Register.
Mexico; H. U. fclkin, Mrs. J. E. Tiet-je(2111V
r,
R. C. Prewett, Sr., all of
First Pub. Nov. 3.
New Mexico.
1.
Dec.
Pub.
Last
A. M. BERGERE
Register.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
(2139)
McKINLEY COUNTY, STATE
First Pub. Nov. 17
nv NEW MEXICO
Last Pub. Dec. 15
j'" r:
Besse Pauling Nelms,
.
(jompiainant.
2243
No.
versus
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Harry Nelms,
vexenaant.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
To Vi ahnva named defendant!
November 8, 1923
Vnn are herehv notified that B Suit
Notice is hereby given that Leottaa tuunt filed a train at VOU in the
nard Spellman, of Gallup, New Mexiabove named Court, County and State,
co, who, on June 6, 1921 and April
namea
in
above
the
by
umpwinani,
3, 1923, made Homestead entries, No.
which she prays for a decree of ab- 042347-04630for NEK, Sec. 24,
solute divorce on the ground' of non- - T. 12
N., R. 10 W., and Nt4, SW,
Vnn are further notified that unless Section 28, Township 12 N., Range 9
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noor cause to he entered your tice
of intention to' make three year
dav of Dec Proof, to establish claim to the land
fnm tha Twentv-Fmirt- h
before The United
above
ember 1923, a judgment will be en- - States described,
Commissioner, at Gallup, New
tered against you oy aeiauii, ana
on the 19th day of December,
relief prayed for, a decree of divorce Mexico,
will be granted Com 1923.
for
Claimant names as witnesses:
3,

Mid-Seas-

on

Styles

in

SATINS, TAFFETAS, METAL CLOTH AND LACES
'
All Ladies', Misses and Childrena Winter Hats at

you-ente- r,

u

REDUCED PRICES

Vcrry

Stsmped Articles for Fancy Work in Stock
Also Stamping Done to Order '

Oar work is quality work

GAUD? STEAD

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

.

DENTIST
Office : Warm Building
New Mexico
Gallup

See the New

INDIAN
CURIO STOIIE

-

Cor. Coal Avenue and

DR. PAUL II. BENNETT

210

Joeeph N. K. Artesi, Proprietor

Gallup.

la

Architectural Service
Connection

Pub. Nov. 17
Last Pub. Dec. 15 ,

n,

Shoe Repairing

First-Cla- ss

Mexico.
t03 Coal Avenue.

',

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Ns M.
October 26, 1923
Notice is hereby given that Frank
.
ju., wno, m
Stayner, oi itaman,
August 6, 1918, made Stock Raising
Homestead Entry, No. 032516, for all
of, Section 30, Township 8N., Range
irw M. M P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make 8 years
proof, to establish claim to tne lano
above described before U. S. Commissioner, at GbIIud. N. M.. on the 6th
day of December, 1923.

Blue-wate-

EDMUND R. FRENCH

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

:

(2138)

Plum

of

Gallup

'

'

DENTIST

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

J.

FED PACKING
PORK,

BEST
HOUSE

o.

DANIELS

A.

Marlei

City

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOT1NG
'

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

,

plainant

-

Stephen W. Baxter, Wayne HardThe name ox tne ixwnpiainanrs atboth of Gallup, New Mexico; F.
ing,
whose
R.
Edmund
is
French,
torney
M. Greear, W. C Hassell, both of
address is Gallup, N. M.
Bluewater, N. M.
miit. Court Seal
.

Affixed)

A.

MAI UAAUa

Clerk

ei9.oi

First Pub. Nov. 10
Last Pub. Dee. 1

"

BERGERE
Register.

M.

(2140V

First Pub.

Nov. 17

Last Pub. Dec 15

"

"
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Two very important
and Party P. CtaactroOc
u"l
of i
t.lii suit to the Lstrlct court tLia be discussed
by the Council, the trotI
r
ter of school legislation, and that of
i 1 ? v 7m:t- morning.
iLuni on I, jvc:
r i;
TSia auit asks judgment srainst the divlii.ng the association into section
a cross ecrxtry tzyr,
C 1
pcLUshing company and &.are, Ha al meetings rather than a general
ifornia, kikj Ccir
former owner, for f850 which la al- state meeting. Gallup is. deeply in
...
tion.
leged to aU:i be duo oit a bill of the terested in the matter of division.
i- ret?rr-- t to
Clyde Kleifct
we
as
Located
this
are
in
extreme
amounted
to
firm
which
accounting
Yei-- k
au on
a as;a
western
Is
of
the
it
state,
very
part
13,0.88.
Chi at Thoreau waa largely attended
It ii alleged that the accounting expensive for teacher to attend a
Las
by
state
at
parties from Gallup and
aa
the
known
meeting
Albuquerque,
Gano,
firm, formerly
Sippel company, made the audit fori Vegas or any other place likely tcvba
E. Z. Vogt waa a business visitor
Magee, at the time Magee was in choaen. If Uje state Is divided wi
I Fall Eas Coma
Yen
in
Gallup on Friday.
Al
should
be
attend
to
at
required
charge of the Journal Publishing
over hia
Ed Purdy has . Just slipped
a
Henry, us uson nas iert for Line-watcompany, and that the audit covered buquerque or possibly a greater dis- first annual"i prediction
of bard winter,
and Thoreau. From their he
record of the period from January 1, tance. If we cannot justify going to
will go to Hot Springe, N. If for the
attend a state meeting it would oe
1917 to November SO, 1821.
What Makes Bums Cress
benefit of his health.
' The
report of the audit waa turn less justifiable to spend money to at Hot cross
hot cross bums
Dick White returned ' to Ramah
ed over to Magee on May so, ivw, tend a sectional meeting composed of Gotta go tobums;
work.
from Gallup last Thursday.
,
o
four or five counties.' Teachers are That's
The Ramah Rifle Club held its prewhy they're hot crosa.
being asked to express their views on Dot cross
ONE OF THE BIGGEST
bums.
on Wednes
liminary shooting match
so
their
that
this
represenquestion
BIG MOVIE PICTURES
day.
tatives may work to harp keep the
Irenv
of
Ileitht
will return to his
Kluckhohn
Clyde
is
it
if
larger meeting
preferred. ,
front and rear home in Le Mara, Iowa, next Kanday,
To out new
Jeaae L. Leaky preaenta a Jamea
and then to ram bumpers
Beginning- - - Monday evening,
radiator against
after a stay of more than ten months
your
''Ruffles of Red continuing
Cruse
until Wednesday after
in the Southwest
Gap," with Edward Horton, Ernest noon there will be sectional and aren
Mrs. Acord, the mother of Tom
."Tl,,
Torrence, Lots Wilson, Fritxi Ridge- - eral sessions. .State Superintendent
who haa been living with Mrs. Heath
The Enroneaa Situation
way, Louise Dresser and Charles Francis G. Blair of Illinois, Dr. WilWe might say there's ' plenty of Fallon, and Lew Fallon of Ramah,
Ofle.
liam J. Long, Stanford, Connecticut,
on Zuni Mountain, passed away on
Ruggles," by the author of "Mer-to- n Dr. D. A. Worchester of the Kansas preparationa but no reparations.
Nov. 15. Many of her children and C
of the Movies," ia an established State Normal and State
Snperinten
'
relatives were at her bed-aiaa her
Reasonable
classic of American humor. Youll dent Isabel L. Eckles will be
the main
roar at Ernest Torrence (hit of "The speakers. In the sectional meetings Sicrn near a railroad crossing to illness haa been a protracted one and
the end was not unexpected. A com- Covered Wagon") aa "Cousin Eg leadine? 'educators of the state will warn autoists:
SAY IT WITH SAFETY
bert," and Edward Horton aa "Rug-glea- ." discuss problems of 'vital interest to
Slication of diseases was the cause of
The funeral which waa
AND SAVE THE FLOWERS
James Cruse, producer of the education. The
is a splenprogram
held in Ramah on Not. 17th. waa
The Covered Wagon" and "Holly did one and it is to be regretted that
largely attended. Interment waa
Right Back At Hlaa
wood," proves again be ia the great- financial conditiona do not permit the
Scientific Young City Han: "Yea, made in the Mormon cemetery near
est director of comedy on the screen entire teaching force to attend, v
sire-- el
y.
The time will come when Ramah. Among the out of town relao
be able to carry all the fertilizer tives and friends who attended the
No one can afford to miss this
youll
FROM
IRISHMAN BARRED
necessary for an acre ox grouaa in funeral were: Mr. and Mrs. Geonre
great picture.
FIGHTING. HEART BROKEN one
Heath of Zuni Mountain, Mr. Heath
vest pocket"
Every minute there ii another
Old Farmer: "Yep and tne crop oeing a orotner of tne deceased: Mrs.
place to laugh, and this is the way of Did vou ever hear of an Irishman
Johnson of Zuni Mountain, a grand- "Rugeles of Red Gap" from start havine to keen his temper and refrain in the other."
to finish.
aaugnter; air. nuasei and Mrs. Iran
for six agonizing
of St Johns, Aria., a brother and sisRex theatre next Thursday and from fighting
Deposit.
T
is what the dynamic Bobby: Safety
That
months
'.'Grandma, can you break ter of Mrs. Acord. The funeral serFriday.
do
win
to
to
is
Mix
Tom
compelled
mons
u
were preached by Bishop
nuts with your teeth TV
Duane
Dr. Chester H. Clark announces) the hi uncle's fortune ni his new Wil
Bloomfield,
Hamblin, and
Grandma: "Way. no, tsooDyr
"Soft
Boiled,"
Fox
liam
production,
removal of his offices in Gallop to
"Then keep these for me Frank Lewis.
Bobby:
Strand
theatre
the
comes
to
207 South Second street Office hours, which
while I go out to play."
, James Jackson was a business visitor in Zuni on Saturday.
10 to ii A. as., 2 to 4 F. m., and 7 aa next Thursday and Friday. To aid
which
are
8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence him in his peaceful days,
Frank Lambaon took a load of beef
Poor Thing
peaceful only in name, Tom pur- - Proud Father (showing baby): into Gallup on Monday.
I
phone,
chaaea a nair of
classes. "And do
you think he looks like me?"
to
hard
on
when
he
These
put
jams
school
The Central
will present "A
Visitor: "Why er I'm afraid he MASKED DANCER DOES
But good grief, how does."
GRACEFUL NEW STEPS
Pilgrim Pageant"' at the Strand next keep the peace.
scheduled
to
all
do
the
up,
pile
fights
As the masked dancer in "Soft
Monday night.
take place after his six months' proBoiled," the William Fox special attTwo Eitra Cylinders
L. N. Cary and Bryce McLandess bation of ueacefulness is dp. And Motorist (just learning to drive, to raction, starring Tom Mix and Billie
do.
.
made a trip to the Ship Rock oil field they
.
friend in his new car): "What's that? Dove, the charming little actress haa
Do you hear those cylinders knock- originated a series of graceful new
during the week.
i
CHIROPRACTOR
steps and established herself aa mising?"
Eat Thanksgiving dinner at the Dr, 0. C.Warriner, Pag Building. Timid Companion: "It's not the tress of the art of dancing as well st
White Cafe and save money.
Phone 88.
cylinders, it's my knees."
I
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First Nsueaal Attractiea
Constance Talmadge in
-DULCT"
Com4r, "THE LIMIT"
WEIXLY HEWS
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"DLLCY"
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TUESDAY
Kennedy
Mse
"TEE PURPLE

,

hi

HIGHWAY"

TOPICS

AESOP'S FABLE

WEDNESDAY
Reseating
TEE PURPLE HIGHWAY"
A Pari mount Special
Jaaws Craze Production
"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"
Patbe Comedy
TOWN-

RUGGLES

-

OF RED GAP"

SATURDAY
KaUeriM MeDonald in
"WOMAN'S 8IDB-O-nr

Gaaf Ceaedy

"DOGS OF WAR

WEEXLY NEWS

-

COMING
NORMA TALMADGE

CUTTER

to-da-

FRIDAY
Repeating
--

horn-rimm- ed

IN

"ASHES OF VENGENANCE"
"ENEMIES OF WOMEN"

Packed By
ALAMOSA CREKSRY
COMPANY

ilflj'nM

-

REX THEATRE
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x
Disadvantages Too
showed life enough
to remark: "The feller ridin' a high
borse gits a big fall when he flops."

Fine Feather

Bold Bandits Hold

Up Liberty Hotel

To the People of Gallup, McKinley and San Juan Counties:
'

There Seems to be Doubt in
the Minds of Some People
That the Drake Hotel Formerly known at the Roma Hotel,
Though Changed in Name, Has Not Changed its Business Policy, Nor its Manner in Conducting the Place at a Hotel for
Public Patronage.

-

........

For This Reason We Make Emphatic t hit Announcement"
That the Drake Hotel, Under Its Present Management

(SATURDAY)

Tuesday night about 2 o'clock three
unknown white men walked into the
office of the Liberty hotel, one of
them struck young Mike uutirovicn
over the bead, knocking him to the
floor, then all three took part in tie
ing Mike band and feet, gagging mm
with a rag, tnen tieing a Handkerchief ' over his mouth. The bandits
then went thru the cash register, but
ss luck would have H, there was no
money on hand at that hour. Finding no money, the robbers made their
get away, while young Butkovich
scrambled to the night bell and gave
the alarm, hia father answering im
mediately, but the robbers were goneJ
when Mr. Butkovicn came down
stairs.
.
Mr. Butkovich offers 1500 reward
the
conviction
of
and
arrest
for, the
three men. One was about six feet,
the others about five feet each.
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TRY OUR LUNCH AND HOT DRINKS

TIIEiOIillGOIKEIIV
Corner Second Stroet

tad

TELEPHONE NO.

Coil Atobm
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h

'

FREE DELIVERY

Horse Thieves a
Plenty This Week
Sheriff Myers has had a busy week
it. First, it was horse thieves,
then bootleggers. Whie trailing one
horse thief he met and talked with
another, but did not know that the
second man was making his getaway. This fellow had stolen several
articles of valuables from Walter
Crockett, bringing the stuff into, Gallup on one of Crockett's horses. Mr.
Myers captured the articles with the
exception of the stolen watch. This
fellow gave his name as N. H. Whit-wort- h
of Kerrville, Texas. The other
horse . thief made his
by
going thru the Zuni country, and it
fellow
that
was while trailing this
Sheriff Myers ran onto a fellow hauling a load of bootleg booze into town.
He gave the name of
He is in jail.
Manuel Ronquillo.
This fellow was
also hauling soma stolen goods into
town, stuff taken front the premises
of Mr. Dowden.
of

Is a Hotel Where

You

Need Not Be Afraid
to Bring Your Family

get-aw- ay

la
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THURSDAY

"MAN ABOUT

.
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,
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With Clean Rooms, Clean Beds, Reasonable Ratet, ii f or
Clean People, a Hotel Conducted by People who have Had
Many Years Experience in Runing Hotels and Catering to
the Patronage of Hih Class People. The Drake Hotel of
Gallup is now Open for Cusinets and Solicits the Patronage
of the Public.
(Signed): MRS. ROSE DRAKE
(Signed): JAS. H. DRAKE
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We Will Give You an Expert Exa.miHAUoa WRh The
.
Very Latest and Beat Inatrumemta to be had

The White Cafe will serve apeciaf
Thanksgiving dinner. See the extra
fine, menu in this issue.

that
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CORE" TO SEE US

For Insurance of all kinds, aaa
Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
Street. Phone 248.
tf

W, J. Raines informs us
will conduct a turkey shoot

wm?
RVU
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he

FIREE'l

1'Ef.lii EXFECIOE

on Wednesday, November 28, at the Aztec
grounds, near the lumber yard.

TESTING EYES IS WOHTH CONSIDinATION
The Paat Seven Years in the Same Location

The Domestic Science girls of the
sophomore class neld a aale at tne &.
A M. Drug Store yesterday after
noon, selling cake and pie.
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One of the biggest big pictures of
tan day, Kugy'ei ,oi Ked' tr1)," at
th Rex next
iwsday and Friday.
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